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IRC:78-2014
FOUNDATIONS AND SUtsSTRUCTURE

BACKGROUND

The "Standard Specifications and Code of pracfice for Road Bridges,, Section Vll _Foundatjons and Substructure was first published jn July 19gO uJ p"n , _ o"n"r",Features of Design. Laler first revjsi(Part and il;;,;; ;; "";;;ffiill,]:T: iHT:ff ?#::#:':lx'i::
of this code was undertaken by the Foundation and Structure Committee 1S_a; andthe initial draft was finalized by the Committee under the Convenor"n,f or rnr, * n.Sarma . Subsequenfly, ihe draft was reconsidered and discussed in various meetingsby the reconstituted Foundatjon, Substructure and protectjve Works Commjttee (B_4)under Convenorship ofShri S.A Reddi. The final draft as approu"O OfConuenoI. eSScommittee was subsequenfly approved by ihe Executive committee in its meetingh€ld on 30.8.2000. lt was later approved by the Council jn its 160th meeting hetd atKolkaia on 4.11.2000 for publishing the revised IRC Code Sectjon Vtt; tnC: ZA:ZO0O.Since then numerous amendments and errata were publjshed to this Code based ondevelopment in design and construcijon technoloov

The curreni Revised Edition of IRC:78 includes all
published from time to iime upto December, 2013.

the amendments and errata
'

The Revised Edition of IRC:78 'standard 
Specifications and Code of practrce for RoadBridges" Section Vll - Foundation in(tirr o-ate was "oo.""o iu'i","0;T:T:"3,r"?il:lll?::"ilH,iil"Tj:ff:

Protective Works and Masonry Structures Committee (B_3) jn its meettng held on'16.10.20'13. 
The Revised Ediiion of tR

and standards committee in it","etillnffiTjil::Z *:?l"r"T ::::l,T[::heid on 09.01.20 i4 for  pubi ish ing.

The composition of the B-3 Committee is given below:

BongiMar, pL.

Joglekar, S.G.

Kanhere, D.K.

Convenor

Co-Convenor

Member-Secretary
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M e m b e r s . . i  . . : .  .

chonkar, Ravindra

" Deshmukh, Dr. vV

GanPule' Dr. VT.
(expircd on 15.03.2013)

. Jaigopal; R K

(expired on 30.12.2012)

Mhaiskar' Dr'S Y

Nashikkar, JaYant

R.v S

suDoarao, ur' n

Sinqh. M.N.

Velyutham, V

CorresPonding Members

Basa, Ashok

Paul, Dipankar Pitchumani, Dr' N'

Sarma, R.H.. ,. . Tarapore, Dr ZS'

Viswanathan, I ': ' '

C.KandasamY

Vishnu Shankar Prasad

Ex-0fficio Members

Director General (Road Development) & Special
Secretary, MoRT&H and President, lRc

Secretary General, IRC
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700 scoPE

.^::-i* 1*n with the design and construction of foundations and substructure:3r road bridges. The provisions of thjs code .," rn"uni io 
"u.Ju 

-"J,u 
nuou ,o oo,n:e design and consiruction engineerc, Ort ,"r" 

"nrpf 
i#u"*?'rnu provisionss:ipulated herein will not relieve th

and soundness or rhu 
",,.,"r,,u dl:il;:j:lJ:|":LT:" 

**onsibirirv ror the srabirity

701 TERMINOLOGY

ihe following definitions shall be appijcable for the purpose ofthis code.
701.1 Abutment

1::i1 "rqO:T 
oJihe deck (superstructure) of a bridge, vihic.h atso retains earth, fifl ofappfoaches behind Iully of par y.

701,1.1 Box type abutment and retum wall

When the retum walls on two sides are integrated with abutment and a back wa parallel toabutment is provjded at the end of returns wjrh or without addjri";;;i;;;, wa atong oracross iength, this structure is called box lypu 
"frrtr"nt 

unO ,"*" ,",], 
"r'""0 

,*n

701.1-2 Non-load bearing abutment

Abutment, whicl.l supports the end span of less than 5 m.

I v r. r.r t\on_spt through abulment

An abutment structure where the soil is not allowed lo spjll thfough.

701.1.4 Spittthroughabutment

il i::I:"]"h:'" "ojl 
is allowed to spill through gaps. arong rhe rength ofaoutment, suchas. corumn structure where columns are placed betow oect< ieams a-nJ i"i ,n o",*"un iafrce. to spill earth. (Spilling of earth shoutd not be permitted above a level;f 500 mm belowihe boftom of bearings).

701.2 Afftux

The rise in the flood level ofthe river jmmediately on the upstream of a bridge as a result ofobstruction to natural flow caused by the construction of the briOg" unJ'lts i!proa"f,e".
3



701.4 Bearing CaPacity

The supporting power of soil/rock expressed as bearing stress is referred to as it bearing

capacty.

701.4.1 A owable bearing Pressure

It is the maximum gross pressure Imensity at which neither the soil fails..in shear' (after

""-"*'"t 
i"t 

"oftp,iui" 
i""tor ot sateiy) nor there is excessive setilement bevond

p"^""i|[ rit't., *nich is expected to be detrimentalto the structure

701.4.2 Net safe bearing ca4acit|

It is the nei ultimate bearing capacity divided by a factor of safety as

706.3.1.1.1.

7O1.4.3 Net ultimate bearing capactty

It is the minimum net pressure intensity causing shear failure oi the soil'

701.4.4 Safe bearing caqacttY

Abridgeiculvert like structure provided on embankmentto allow flow ofwater from one stde

ofthe embankment to otn"' s'oe, ro' purpose of avoiOing neaOing up of water on one side

or for avoiding blocking the entry to the oiher side'

rhe maximum pressure which the soil cal *'ry 
""tull.Y]I:*:*,:::L"." 

*"'* 
""0

i. 
"ouuiio 

ttu n"t 
"ufe 

bearing capacity plus original overburden pressure

701A.5 lJllimate gross beaing capacv

IRC;78-2014

701.3 Balancer

It is the minimum
fails in shear.

per Clause

sorl
gross pressure intensity at {he base of the foundation at which the

701.5 Bearing Stress

701.5,1 Gross Pressure lnfe'sitY

It is the total pressure at the base ofthe foundation on soil due to the possible combinations

of load and the weight of the earth flll'

7o1-5.2 Net Pressure intensw
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: s::::€rence in intensities oflhe gross pressure and the original overburden pressure.

-!1.6 Cofferdam

I =J:iure temporary built for the purpose of excluding water or soil sufficiently to permit
::-s'J-dction or proceed without excessive pumping and to support the surrounding
; - j rc .

701.7 Foundation

--3 
oart of a brioge in direct contacl. with and transmitting load to the founding stfata.

701.8 Pier

.iiermediate supports of the deck (superstructure) of a bridge.

701.8.1 Abutment pier

Generally use in multiple span arch bridges. Abutment pier is designed for a condition that
even if one side arch span collapses it would be safe. These are provided after thfee or flve
spans.

701.9 Piles

701-9.1 Bearing/frictionpiles

A pile driven or cast-in-siiu for transmitting the weight of a structure to the founding strata
by the resistance developed at the pile base and by friction along its surface. lf it supports
the load mainly by the resistance developed at iis base, ii !s referred to as an end-bearing
pile, and if mainly by friction along its surface, as a friction pile.

701-9-2 Bored cast-in-situ pile

A pile lormed with or without a casing by boring a hole in the ground and subsequently fi l l ing
it with plain or reinforced concrete.

701.9.3 Driven cast-in-situ pile

A pile formed in the ground by driving a permanent or temporary casing. and fil l ing it with
plain or feinForced concrete.

701.9.4 Diven pile

A pile driven into the ground by the blows of a hammer by a vibrator.
5
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701.9.5, Precast pile

A reinforced or prestressed concretepile cast before driving, or installing in bore.arid
grouted.

701,.9.6 Raker or bafter pile

A pile installed at an inclination to the vertical.

7O1-g.7 Sheet pite

One or a row of pjles driven or formed in the ground adjacent to one another in a
continuous wall, each generally provided with a connecting joint or interlock, designed
to resist mainly lateral forces and to reduce seepage; it may be vertical or at an
inclination.

701.9.8 Tension pile

A pile subjected to tension/uplift is called tension pile.

70i.9.9 Testpile

Apile to which a load is applied to determine and/or confirm the load characteristics (ultimate
load/working load) of the pile and the surrounding ground.

701.9.10 Working pile

One of the piles forming the foundation of the structure.

70'1.10 Retaining Wall

Awall designed to resist the pressure of earth filling behind.

7O1.10.'l Return wall

A wall adjacent to abutment generally parallel lo road or flared up to increased width and
raised upto the top of road.

701.10.2 Toe wall

Awallbuitt atthe end ofthe slope ofearthen ent€nkner{ b g€veflt slipping of earth and/
or pitching on embankment.

6
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101.10.3 Wing watl

: ,', all adjacent to abuiment with its top upto road.top level near abutment and sloping down
-::3 gfound level or a lit i le above at the othei end. This is generally at 4So to the atignment
:'i3ad or parallel to the river and follows profile or earthen banks.

701.11 Substructure

Tre bricjge structure, such as, pier and abuiment above the foundation and suppontng the
su0erstructure. lt shall include returns and wing walls but exclude bearings.

701.'12 WellFoundation

Aiype offoundat;on where a part ofthe structure is hoilow, which js generally bujlt in parts
and sunk thiough ground or water to ihe prescribed depth by removing earth through
dredge hole.

7'10.12-1 Tilt of a well

The inclination ofthe axis ofthe wellfrom the vertical expressed as the iangent ofthe angle
between the axis of the well and ihe vertical.

701.12.2 Shift of a wetl

The lTorizontal dispracement of the centre of the wel at its base in its finar position from its
designed position.

702 NOTATIONS

For the purpose of this code, the foilowing notations have been adopied;

A, Dispersed concentric area
A2 Loaded area
B Width betr,veen outer faces of pile group in plan parallel to the direction of

movement

The allowable bearing pressure with near uniform distribution on the founding strata
Cohesion

The perrnissible d;rect compressive stress in concrete at ihe bearing area of the
base

C

c

C

D Diameter of pile
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Discharge in cubic metre/sec, (cumecs) per metre width
External diameter of circular well in metre' : " . .  .
Weighted mean diametel in mm of bed material

Mean depth ofscour in metre below flood level
Longitudinal force due to braking

Centdfugalforce
Deformation effects.

Horizontalforce "

Earth pressure

Seismic force
trrecnon eITecIS

Db

d

d,

d

Fb

Fd

F

Ff

F

G

G

h

K

K

K"f

L

Frictional force at bearings
lmpact due to floating bodies
Secondary effects
Water Curreni

Temperature effecta [See Ncite (i)]

Wave pressure ISee Note (ii)l

Dead load

Buoyancy

Snow load
Minimum thickness of steining in metre

Co.efficient of active earth pressure

Co-efficient of passive earth pressure

Silt factor
Length between outer faces of pile group in plan parallel to the direction
movemenl
Movement of deck over bearinqs, other than due to applied force
Depth of well
Deoth of well in metre. uD to MSL.

Standard penetration test value
Totalactive.pressure _.,
Total passive pressure

Live load

Po

o
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R

R

v
w

Dead load reaction
Live load reaction

Shear rating of elastomeric bearing
Wind load

Reduction factor.
Ratio of long side to the short side of the footing
Undrained shear strength
Undrained chohesion
Co-efficient of friction
Angle of internal friction
Settlement of pile

Settlement of pile group

f,OIES; i) Temperature eflects (Fb) in this context is not the frictionalforce due to the movement
of bearing but that which is caused by rib shortening, etc.

ii) The wave forces shall be determined by suitable analysis considering drawing and
inertia forces; etc., on siirgle structu€l menibeis based on rational methoda or
model studies. In case of group of piles, piers, etc., pfoximity effects shall also be

G

F
s,
tt.
p
.D

t

6n

703.1

r\IOIES: i) For inlermediate
adopted.

area, linear interpolation may be

703 DISCHARGE AND DEPTH OF SCOUR FOR
. FOUNDATION DESIGN

Design Discharge of Foundation

703,1.1 To provide for and adequate margin of safety, the scour for foundatjon shall
be designed for a larger dischaige over:the design discharge determined as per IRC:5 as
given below:

Increase over design
Discharge in percerit

0 - 3000 30
3000 - 10000, 3 0 - 2 0
10000 --40000 2 0 - 1 0
Above - 40000 ' 1 0

values oJ catchment

9
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ii) The minimum vertical clearance above the HFL already dete.mined as-per IRC:s
need not be increased due to larger discharge calculaied above.

703.2 Mean Depth of Scour

The mean scour depth below Highest Flood Level (HFL) for natural channels flowing over
scourable bed can be calculated theoretically from the following equation:

1
ct*= 134(!K)3

The design discharge {of foundation per meiie width oi effective
waterway.

K,,= Silt factor for a representative sample of bed material obtained.upto
the level of anticipated deepest scour.

703.2.1 The value of D6 may be determined by dividing the design discharge for
foundation by lower of theoretical and actual effective linear waterway as given in IRC:5.

703.2.2 'K"r' is given by the expression t.76u[. d, being the weighted mean diameter
in mill imetre.

703.2.2.1 The value of K", for virious grades of sandy bed are given below forready
reference and adoption:

Where

Type of bed mate al
Coarse silt
SilVfine sand
Medium sand
Cggl-qe sand
Fine bajri and sand
Heavy sand

0.04
0.081 to 0.'158
0.223 to 0.505
o.725
9 '988  . .
1.29 to  2 .00

K

0.35
0.5 to 0.7
0.85 to  1 '25

703.2.2.2 No rational formula or data for determining scour depth for bed maierial
consisting of gravels and boulders (normally having welghted diameter more ihan 2.00 mm)
and clayey bed is available. In absence of any daia on scour for such material, the mean
scour depth may be calculated following the guidelines given in Appendix-l-

703,2,3 lf there is any predominant concentration of flow in any part of waterway due to
bend ofthe stream in immediate upstream or downstream or for any other reason, like, wide
variation oftype oi bed material across the width of channel. then mean scour depth may be

1 0

1 . 5
1.75
2.O lo 2.42
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= Illated by dividing the waterway jnto compartments as per the concentration offlow

i03.2.4 ln case of bridge mainly adopted as balancer, the mean scour depth ,4,,,may
:e iaken as (Highest Flood Level-Lowest Bed Level) divided by .j.27.

103.2.5 Scour depth may be determined by actual observations wherever possible.
-is.is particularly required for clayey and bouldery sirata. Soundings, wherever possjble,
srall be taken in the vicinity of ihe sjte for the proposed briOge and for any structures
:earby. Such soundings are best during or jmmediately after a flood before the scour
r'rcles have had time to be silted up. The mean scour depth may be fixed based on such
observations and theoretical calculation.

703.3 Maximum Depth of Scour for Design of Foundation

703.3.'l The maximum depth of scour below the Hjghest Flood Levei (HFL) for the design
of piers and abutments having indivjdual foundations without any floor proiectton may be
considered as follows.

703.3.1.1 Flood without seismic combination

i) Fof piers - 2.0 cl,^
ii) For abutments ') 

13] k,X[iril,iJ#:L'::11'"L*'"'*'
b) 2.00 d". with scour all around.

703.3.1.2 Flood with seismic combnation

For considering load combination offrood and seismic roads (together wiih other appropriate
combinations given elsewhere) ihe maximum depth of scour given jn Clause 703,3..1 .1 may
be reduced by multiplying factor of 0.9.

743 3.1.3 Fotlowwaterrever(wirhoutfrood conditions)combined with seismic combination
m€ximum level of scour below high fJood level can be assurned as 0.g times scour given in
Clause 703.3.1.

NOTE: In respect of viaducURoB having no possibility of scouf, resistance of soil may be
considered beJow depth of excavation for services construction, or 2.0 m below
ground level whichever is greater.

703.3.2 For the design of floor protection works for raft or open foundatjons, the
following values of maximum scour depth may be adopted:

i) In a siraight feach

ii) ln a bend

1 .27 d
'1.50 d"- or on the basis of concentration of flow

1 1
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The length of apron on upstream may be 0.7 times of tl-te same on downstream

703,4 Special studies should be underlaken for determining the maximum scour
depth for the design of foundations in all situations where abnormal conditlons, such-as,
the [ollowing are encountered;

i) a bridge being located on a bend of the river involving a curvilinear flow, or
excessive shoal formation, or

ii) a bridge being located at a site where the deep channel in the river hugs tq
one slde, or

ii i) a bridge having very thick piers inducing heavy local scours, or

iv) where the obliquity offlow in the river is considerable, or

v) where a bridge is required to be constructed across a canal, or across a
river downstream of storage works, with the possibility of the relatively
clear water inducing greater scours. or

vi) a bridge in the vicinity of a dam, weir, barrage or other irrigation structures
where concentration of flow aggradations/degradation of bed, eic. are
likely to affect the behavior of the structures.

vii) An additional tow-lane bridge when located near to the existing bfidge, on
major rivers.

NOTET These studies shall be conducted for the increase discharge calculated vide Clause
703.1.1.

703.5 lf a river is of a flashy nature and bed does not Iend itself readily to the
scouring effect of floods, the theoretical formula for dsm and maximum depth of scour as
recommended shalt not apply. In such cases, the maximum depth shall be assessed from
actual observations.

704 SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION

704.1 Obiectives

The obiectives of the sub-surface exploration are:

i) During Preliminary Investigation stage

As a part of site selection process to study existing geological mzips and other
information, previously prepared and available site investigation reports,
known data of nearby structures, if any, surface examination about river bed
and banks, etc., which will help in narrowing down of sites under consideration
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for furiher studies for project preparation stage.

Detailed Investigation Stage

To determine the characteristics of the existing geo-materials. l ike. soil. rock.
bed material in water courses, etc. in the zone of influence of the prooosed
bridge sites in such a wayas to establish the design parameterswhich influence
the choice and design details ofthe various structural elements, especially the
foundation type.

During Construction Stage

To codfirm the characteristics of geo-materials established in stage (ii) based
on which the design choices are made and to re-confirm the same or modify to
suit the conditions met at specific foundation locations.

704.2 Zone of Influence

Zone of influence mentioned in Clause 704.1 (ii) is defined as the full length of the bridge
including portion of wing/return wall and part of approaches covering, (but not restricted to),
the full flood zone for water courses, and upto depth below proposed foundation levels where
influence of stresses due to foundation is likely to affect the behaviour ofthe structure, including
settlement, subsidence under ground flow of watef, etc. The widih of the land strip on ejther
side of the proposed structure should include zones in which the hydraulic characteristics cf
river water are likely to be changed affecting flow patterns, scour, etc.

704.3 Methods of Exploration

A large variety of investigative methods are available. A most suitable and appropriate
combination of these shall be chosen. Guidelines for choice of types of investigations,
properties of geo-materials that need be established, the in-situ testing, sampling,
laboratory testing are given in Appendix-2. This may be further supplemented by
specialized techniques depending on the need.

. 
705 DEPTH OF FOUNDATION

705.1 General

The foundation shall be designed to withstand the worst combination of ioads and forces
evaluated in accordance with the provisions of Clause 706. The foundations shall be
taken to such depth that they are safe against scour or protected from it. Apart from this,
the depth should also be sufficient from consideration of bearing capacity, settlement,
liquefaction potential, stability and suitability of strata at the founding level and sufficient
depth below It. In case of brldges where the mean scour depth dsm'is calculated with

i i )

iiD
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CIause 703,2, the depth of foundation sfiall not be less ihan those of existing structures

in ihe vicinity.

705.2 Open Foundation

705.2.1 tn soit

The embedment of foundations in soil.shall be based on correct assessment of anticipated

scour considering the values given under Clause 703.

Foundation may be iaken down to a comparatively shallow depih below the bed sudace
pfovided good bearing stratum is available, and the foundaiion is proiected against scour'

The minimum depth of opeh foundations shall be Upto stratum having safe bearing capacity

bul not less than 2.0 m below the scdur level or the protected bed level.

705.2.2 ln rocks

For open foundaiions resting on rock, the depth of rock, which in the opinion ofthe geological

expert isweathered orfissured, shallbe excluded in deciding the depth ofembedment into

the rock existing below Where foundations are to rest on credible rocks' caution shall be

exercised.to establish the foundation level at sufficient depth, so as to ensure ihat they

do not get undermined, keeping in view the continued erosion of the bed. After allowing

for conditions stipulaied above the minimum embedment of the Toundations into the rock

below shall be as follows, which in case of sloping rock proiile can be provided by properly

benching the foundat;ors.

Type of Rock Embedment depth

For rocks of moderately stfong and above in table 2 of
classificaiion of rock (under clause 8.2 of appendix 2) having
UCS of more than 12.5 IVIPA or where it is noi possible to take
core io get the UCS but extrapoiated SPT N value is more
than 500

0.6 m

o) For rock of moceraiely weak and below in table 2 of classifi-
cation of rock (under clause 8.2 of appendix 2) having
UCS < 12.5 MPA bui : 2.5 MPA or where it is not possible

to take core to get the UCS but extrapolated SPT N value is
more than 100 but less than 500

1 . 5  m

705.3

705.3.1

Well Foundations

ln soit
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,',= ':Jrla ons shall be taken down to a depih which will provide a minimum grip of i/3'd the-:r: -rrm depth of scour below the design scouf level specified ;n Clause 703,3.

;05.3.2 ln rccks

:s :ar as possible, the wells shall be taken by all the methods of sinking includrng pneumatic
: :krng (where considered necessary), d6watering, etc. to foundation level and shall be evenly
s::ied all around the periphery on sound rock (i.e., devoid of fissures, cavities, weathered
-:re. likeiy extent of erosion, etc.) by providing adequate embedment. The extent of seating
::J embedment in each case shall be decided by the Engineer-in-charge keepjng in view ihe'::iors n]entioned above to ensure overall and long{erm safety of the structure. lt is advisable
:r .irake a sump (shear key) of 300 mm in hard rock or 600 mm in soft rock inside the well by
:i;seling/blasiing. Diameter of sump may be 1.5 to 2 m less than inner dredge_hole subject to a- n,mJn size of i.cm . Six dowel bars of 25 mm dia deformed ba|s may be ancl-ored 1.5 m in-Jck and projected '1.5 m above. These may be anchored in minimum 65 mm dia boreholes and
l:outed with 1:11, cement mortar.

705.4 Pile Foundations

705.4.1 In soil, the minimum depth of foundations below the pojnt of fixity should be the
minimum length required for developing full fixity as calculated by any rational formula.

705.4.2 In rocks, the pjle should be taken down to rock strata devoid of anv likelv
extension of erosion and properly socketed as required by the design.

706 LOADS, FORCES, STABILITY AND STRESSES .

706.1 Loads, Forces and their Combinations

706.1,'l The loads and forces may be evaluated as per IRC:6 and their combinatjons
ior the purpose of this cocie wjll be as fo||ows:

Combination l): G + fQ or G ) + F * + F r + F b + c b+ F,,t + F.e

Combinat;on l l): i) + W + F^"

i i )

Combination i i i)

or

:  G + Fwc+ Gb+ Fep+ F*+ Fr + (W or F.s)

1 5
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706.1.2 The permissible increase in stiesses in the various members will be 331/3

p"ri""t t"t tn" 
""toination 

of wind (W and 50 percent for the combinalion with seismic
'F 

t ot F,). The permissible' increase iR allowable base pressure should be 25 percent

ioin"rr Jofr'oinu,tn" except combination i) However, when temperature effects (FJ'

secondarv effects (FJ deformation effects (fd) are also to be considered for any members in

""rii.",i l" 
*iin ii,ri"n permissible increasi in stresses in various members and allowable

bearing pressure will be 15 percent.

706.2 Horizontal Forces at Bearing Level

706.2.1 SimPIY suqqorled sqans

706.2.1.1 For simply supported span with fixed and free beadngs (other than

Elsiomerlt type) on stiff supports, horizontal forces at the bearing level in the

longitudinal direction shall be as.given below:

Fixed Bearing Free Bearing

p ( R n * R )

p(R"+R")

1\ Fh-u (R s+ Rq)

i i ' )  
++p 

iRs+Rq)

wnere

Fh

= Applied horizontal force
= Reaction at the free end due to dead load
= Reaciion at the free end due to live load

= Co-efficient of friction at the movable besring \vhich shall be

assumed to have the allowable values:

i) For steel roller bearings : 0 03

ii) For concrete roller bearings : 005

iii) For sliding beadngs: :

a).Steel on cast iron or sted on sied : 04

Rn
Rq

lJ
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b) Grey cast iron olt grey cast jron

(Mechaniies)

c) Concrete over concrete

d) Telflon on stainless steej

lRCtTB-2014

:  0 .3

;  0 .5

: 0.03 aod 0.05
(whichever is governing)

-15.2.1.2 In case of simply supported small spans upto 10 m and where no beaflngs are:.oyided, horizontal force in the longitudinal direciion ai thc ltearing ievei shall be
F
; or /t(Rg) whichever is greatei

106.2.1.3 For a strnply supported span siiting on identical electrcmeirjc bearings at
eacn end and.resting on unyielding supports.

Force of each end = z n v, t,"

4 = Shear rating cfthe e,ectrontetric beafjflgs
/b = Movement of deck above bearing, other than due to appiied iorces

706-2.2 Simply supparted ancl cantinuous span on flexible supaorts
7?6.2?1. .Thedis t r ibut ionofappl ied iongi iud jnathof lzontdI tbrce(e.g. ,brak ing,se ismjc,
',,,,ind, etc.) depends solelyon shearrating ofthe supporis anC may be es,,-imatec tn proponron
:o the fatio of individual shear rating of a suppoft to the sum ci fl]e shear ratjngs o, all the
supports. Shear rating of a support is ihe horjzontal force required to move ihe iop of ihe
suoport through a unit distance taking inio account horizcntal defcfmstiorj cf rhe hr;.r.a
iexing ofthe support and rotation ofthe iouncjaiion.

706.3 Base pressure

19-63.1 The a owabie bearing pressure and the seftiement characteflstics under
dii€fent loads ancj stresses may be determined on the basis of sub_sort exptoration
and iesting. Though the help of reievant indian Sian.dard Code of pfactice rnay be
:aken, the allowable bearing pressure may be calculated as gfoss so ihai rne gross
rfessure at the base without deducting the soii displaceo.can be computed.

706.3.1.1 Factor af safety

706.3.1.1.1 Foropen foundations ancj well foundaiion resiing on soil, the allo!.rabie bearinc
!ressure on ultimate bearing capacity may be taken as 2.5 fcr soil.

1 7
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706.3.1.1.2 For open foundations and well foundation resting on rock' the allowable bearing

pressure on rock may be decided upon not only on the strength of parent,rock but also on

iveratt cnaracteristics particularly deflciencies, like, joints, bedding planes, faults, weathered

.onua, 
",". 

In absence of such details or analysis of overall characteristics' the value of

Llto, ot s"tety las"d on unconfined compressive strength of the parent rock may be taken

as 6 to 8 unleis otherwise indicaied on the basis of local experience The allowable bearing

fressure, thus, obtained is to be {urther restricted to not over 3 MPa for load combination (i)

;;;ilbi";;; ioo.'t.t. ror. Factor of safei1, in case of pile foundation the clause 709 3 2

shall be referred

The intermediate geo-material like disintegrated weathered orvery soft rock may be treated

as soll.

706.3.2 Allowable selflement/differential settlement

706.3.2.1 The calculated differential setilement between the foundations of simpiy

"uiport"O "pu*.n"ll 
not exceed 1 in 4OO ofthe distance beti4/een the two foundations from

the consideration oftolerable riding quality unless provision has been made ior rectification

ofthis setilement.

706.3.2.2 In case of structures sensitive to differential settlement' the tolerable limit has

to be flxed for each case separately

706.3.3 Permissible tension at the base of foundation

706.3.3.7 No tension shall be permitted under any combination of loads on soils

706.3.3.2 |ncaseofrock i f tens ion is foundtobedevelopedat thebaseof foundat ion '
the base area should be reduced to a size where no tension will occur and base pressure

is recalculated. Tne maxtmum pressure on such reduced area should not exceed allowable

bearing pressure. Such reduced area shall not be less than 67 percent of the total area

for loai combination including seismic, or impact of barge' and 80 percent for other load

combinations.

706.3.4 Factor of safety for stability

Factors ofsafety against overturning and sliding are given below These are mainly relevant

1 8
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With Seismic
uase
1 q

1.25
1 . 1 5

bending
IO WOTST

Fd€lional co-efficient between concrete and soilirock will be Tan O, @ being angle offriction.
Founding soil in foundation of bridge being generally properly consolidated. following
Elues mav be adopted:

i) Against overturning
ii) Against sliding
iii) Against deep-seated failure

707.1.1 Provision
and, where applicable,

707.2.2 Bendingmoments

707.2.2.1 For soljd wall type substructure wlth one-way
moments can be determined as one-way slab for the
mmbination of loads and forces.

Fliction co-efflcient between soil and concrete
Fdction co-efficient between rock and concrere

706.3.5 Pilefoundations

The allowable load; the allowable settlemenvdifferential setflement and the proceoures ro
determine the same for pile foundations are given in Clause 709.

707 OPEN FOUNDATIONS

707.1 General

0.5

0.8 for good rock and 0.7
for fissured rock

reinforced footing, the
unit width subjected

of the Clause under 707 shall apply for design of isolated footings
to combined footings, and rafts.

707.1-2 Open foundatioirs may be provided where the foundations can be taid in a
sfatum which is jnerodible or where the extent of scour of the bed is reliably known. The
foundations are to be reliably protected by means of suitably designed aprons, cut_off
walls or/and launching aprons as may be necessary

7O7 -2 Design

707.2-1 The thickness of the footings shall not be less than 300 mm.

707-2.2.2 For lwo-way footing, bending moment at any section of the footing shall be
d€termined by passing a verlical plane through the footing and computing the moment
of the forces acting over the entir€ area of footings one side of the vertical plane. The

1 9
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critical section of bending shall be at the face of the solid column.

707.2.2.3 ln case of circular footings or polygonal fooiings, the bending momenis in
the footing may be determineci in accordance with any rational method. Methods given by
Timoshenko and Rowe for Plate Analysis afe acceptable.

707.2.2.4 Fot cambined footings supporting two or more columns, the critical sections for
bending momenis along the axis of the columns shali be at the face of the columns/walls.
Further, for determinaiion of critical sections for bending moments between the column/
walls, any rational method of analysis be adopied.

707.2.3 The shear strength ofthe footing may be checked at the critical section which
is the vertical seciion at a distance 'd' from the face of the wall for one-way action where
'd' is the effective depth of the section at the face of the wall.

707.2.3.1 For two-wa1, action ior slab or footing, the criiical section should be
perpendicular to plan of slab and so located thai its perimeter is minimum, but need not
approach closer than half the effective depth from the perimeter of concentrated load or
reaclion area.

707.2.4 To ensure proper load transfer, a limiting value of fatio of depth to length/
width of footing equal io 1:3 is specified. Based on this, for sloped footings the depth
effective atthe critical seciion shall be ihe rninimum depth at the enC plus l/3'd ofihe distance
between the extreme edge ofthe footing to the critical section foi design of the footing for
aI purposes.

707,2.5 The critical section for checking development length of reinforcement bars
should be taken to be the same section as given in Clause 747.2,3 and also ali other
Vertical planes where abrupt changes in section occur.

707 -2-6 Tensile rcinforcement

707.2.6.1 fheEnsile reinfo;cement shall provide a moment of resistance ai least equal
to the bending moment on the section calculated in accordance with Clause 7S7.2.2.

7o7.2.6.2 fhe tensile reinforcement shall be distribuied acfoss ihe corresponding
resisitino section as below:

a) ln one-v,/ay reinforced footing, the reinforcement shall be same as
calculated for critical unit width as mentioned in Clause 707.2.2.1.

b) In two-way reinforced square footing, ihe reinforcement extending in eadr
directlon shall be distributed uniformly across the full section ofthe footirE!

20
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ln iwo-way reinforced rectangulaf footing, the reinforcement jn the long
direction shall be distributed uniformly across {he full width of the tboting.
For reinforcement in the short direction, a centrai band equal io the short
side of the footing shall be marked along the length of ihe footing and
portion of ihe reinfofcement determined in accorclance with the eq.uaiion
given below shell be uniformly distribuied abross the centi"al bancl:

Reinforcement in central band 2

lbtal Reinforcement in short difection B+1

Where B = the ratio of the long side io ihe sho( side of the footing

The remainder of the reinforcement shall be uniformly distdbuted in the
outer portions of the footing.

In the case ofa circuiar shaped footing, ihe reinforcement shall be prcvided
on the basis of the critical values of radial and circumfefential bending
momenis in the form of radial and circumferential steel. Alternatively,
equivalent orihogonal grid can be provided.

707,2.7
1 6 . 5 . 1 . 1

The area of tension reinforcement should as per IRC: 112, Clause number

707.2.8 All faces of the footing shall be provided u/iih a minimum steel of 250 mmr/
metre in each direction for all grades of reinforcemeni. SDacing of these bars shall not be
|nore than 300 mm. This steel may be considered to be acting as tensile reinfofcement on
ihat face, if required from the design considerations.

747,2,9 ln case of plain concrete. brick or stone masonry fooiings, the load from the
pier or column shall be taken as disDersed ihrough the fooiing at an angle not exceeding 450
io vertical.

7Q7.3 Open Foundations at Sloped Bcd Profite

707.3.1 Open foundations may rest on sloped bed orofile provideci the stabiliiy of the
slope is ensureC. The footings shall be located on a horizonlal base.

707,3.2 For the foundations adjacent to each-othe( the pressure coming from ihe
icundations laid on the higher leveJ shauid be dul_v considered on the foundaiions at th_.
ii'"ver level due to the dispersions of the pressure from the foundation at the higlrer level.
The distance between the two foundations at dillerent levels may be decided in such a way
:f, minimize ihis effect taking into account thenature of soij.
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707-4 Construction

707 .4.1 The protective works shall be completed before the floods so that the foundation
does not get undermined.

i07.4.2 Excavation on open foundations shall be done after taking necessary safety
precautions for which guidance may be taken from lS 3764.

707.4.3 Where blasting is required to be done for excavation in rock, and is likely
'to endanger adjoining foundations or other structures, necessary precautions, such as,
controlled blasting, providing suitable mat cover to prevent flying of debris, etc. shall be
taken to prevent any damage.

707.4.4 Condition for laying offoundations

707.4.4.1 Normally, the open foundations should be laid dry and every available method
of dewatering by pumping or depression of water by well point, etc-. may be resorted to. A
levelling course of 1OO mm thickness in M 10 (1:3:6) shall be provided below foundation.

707.4.4.2 ll it is determined before-hand that the foundations connot be laid dry or
the situation is such that the percolation is too heavy for keeping the foundation dry the
foundation concreie may be laid under water only by tremie pipe. In case of flowing water
or artesian springs, the flow shall be stopped or reduced as far as possible at the time of
placing of concrite. No pumping of water shall be permitted from the time of placing of
concrete upto 24 hours after placement.

707.4.5 All spaces excavated and not occupied by abutments, pier or other permanent
works shall be refilled with earth upto the surface ofthe surrounding ground, with sufficient
allowance for settlement. All backfill shall be thoroughly mmpacted and in general, its top
surface shall be neatly graded.

707.4.6 In case of excavation in rock, the trenches around the footing shall be filled-up

with concrete of M 15 grade upto top of the rock.

707.4.6.1 lf the depth of fill required is more than 1.5 m in soft rock or 0.6 m in hard rock

above the foundation level, then concrete may be filled upto this level by M 15 concrete and
portion above may be filled by concrete or by boulders grouted with cement.

707.4.6.2 Fot design offoundation on rock in river bridges, the design loads and forces
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:rall be considered upto ihe bottom offooting. The load offii l ing need not be considered in
::abiity calculations

708 WELL FOUNDATIONS

708.1 General

708.1.'l Foundations supporting the supersiruciure located in deep water cannels
shall comprise of propedy dimensioned caissons preferably having a single dredge hole.
',1,/hile selecting the shape, size and type of well, the size of abutment and pier to be
accommodated, need for efiecting streamline flow, the possibility of the use of pneumatic
sinking, the anticipated depth of foundation and the naiure of data to be penetrated should
3e kept in view The minimum dimensions of dredge-hole shall not be less than 3 m. In
:ase there is deep sianding water, properly designed floating caissons may be used as per
Clause 708.12.

tlowever, in case of;arger bridges across rivers in wide flood plains prone to scour, delta/
:ldal rivers, channels with inland waterway traffic and bridges in coastal/marine locations,
:i 're number of intermediate foundations shall be reduced as far as practicable.

708.1.2 lf the exiernal diametef of singie circular well exceeds 12 m then Engineef-
n-charge may take recourse to any of the following:

a) Stress in steining shall be evaluated using 3-Dimensional Finite Element
N4ethod (3D FE[i ) or any other suitable anal]4ical method.

b) Stiffening by compartments may be done for the single circular well.
Design of such stiffened wells shall call for supplemenial design and
construction specifications,

c) Twin D-shaped well may be adopted

-08.1.3 The conditions arising out of sand blow, if anlicipated, should be duly
:cnsidered when circular well is analysed using 3D FE|\4/suitable analytical method or
siiifened cifcular wells are used.

708.1.4 Bottom plug of well should be suitably designed to resist maximum upward
':'ce acting on it during construction following plugging as well as during life span of the
S:atlCiUre.

708.2 Well Steining

708.2.1 Thickness of the steining should be such sc that it is possible io sink the
'.elt \vithoui excessive kentledge and without getting damaged during sinking or during
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.ec|'iling the excessive iilts and shifts. The sieining should also be able to resist differential
eaith pressure developed during sand blow or other conditions, like, sudden drop.

Siresses at various levels of the steining should be within permissible limits under all
conditions for loads that may be transferred to the well.

708.2.2 Use of cellular steining witfl two or more shells or use of composite material in
well steining shall not be permitted for wells upto 12 m diameter.

708.2.3 Steiningthickness

708.2-.3.1 fhe minimum thickness of the well steining shall not be less than 500 mm and
saiisfy the following relationship:

h = Kd''F

= minimum thickness of steining in m

= external diameter of circular well of dumb bell shaped well or in case of
twin D wells smaller dimension in plan in metres

= depih of weils in melre below top of v,/ell cap or LWL whichever is more
(for fioating caisson '/ ' may- be taken as depth of well in meires below
bed level).

= a ccnslalt i

Value of K shall be as follows:

i) \A/eli in cement concrete
ii) U/ell in brick rnasonry
iii) T\,vin D wells

708.2.3.2 the minimum steining thickness
conditons:

d

K = 0.03
K = 0.05
K = 0.039

may be vafied from ebove in following

$trata Va!'iation from the
min imurn

Recornrnended
varialion upto

a) Veil/ soft clav strata Reduced 1 A %
b) Harcj clay sirata Increased lAa/.

c) Boulder straia oi- well resting on
iock involving blasting

Incieased 104/a
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However, following aspects may also be considered depending on the strata:

a) Very soft clay strata; l\,4ain criteria for reduction in steining thickness is
to prevent the well penetrating by its own weight. When the thickness is
so reduced, the steining shali be adequately reinforced, to get sufficient
strength.
Hard clay strata: Depending on tite previous experience, the increase
in steining thickness may be more than 10 percent.

c) Bouldery strata or well resting on rock involving blasting: higher
grade of concrete, higher reinforcement, use of steel plates in the lower
podions, etc., may be adopted.

-J8.2.3.4 
fhe recommended values given in Clause 709.2.3.2 can be further varied

:=sed on local experience and in accordance with Cecision of Engineer_in_charge.
-i3.2.3.5 

lf specialised methods of sinking, such as, jacl( clown method, are adopted
:-3r'r ihe steining thickness may be adjusted according io design and construction
=:uirements-

-i8.2.3.6 
Any variaiion from dimensions as proposed in Clause 708.2.3.1 shoutd be

:::ided before framing the proposai.

--.8.2.3.7 
When the depth of well below well cap is equal to or more than 30 m, the--- ckness of the steining of lhe lvell calculated as per Ciause 709,2.3 may be reduced

::JVe scour level in a slope of t horizontal to 3 vertical such that ]e reduced thickness of'--e steining should not be less than required as per Clause 708.2.3 for the depth of well
-:io scour levelwith the reduced diameter.

:e reduction in thickness shall be done in the outer sudace of the well The dtameier ot-ier dredge hole shall be kept unifom.

-:e 
minimum steel and the concrete grade in the slope portion shall be same as for the

::::.l ing belolv scour level.

l,"rlmum development length of all the vertical steel bars shall be provided beyond ihe- .imum section as shown in the Appendix-3 (Fig. 1).

-- stress in ihe reduced secijon of steining shail also be checkeci.

-:3.3 
D?sign Considerations

-:3.3.1 The exieinal Ciameter cf the brick masonry wells shall not exceed 6 m. Brick

25
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masonry wells for depth greater than 20 m shall not be permitted.

708.3-2 For brick masonry wells, brick not less than Grade-Ahaving strength not less than
TlMPa- conforming to lS 1077 shall,be used in cement mortar not leaner than 1:3

708.3.3 For plain concrete wells, vertical reinforcements (whether mild steel or deformird
bars) in the steining shall not be less thah 0.12 percent of gross sectional area ofthe actual
thickness provided. This shall be equally distributed on both faces ofthe steining. The vertical
reinforcements shall be tied up with hoop steel not less than 0.04 percent of the volume per
unit length of the steining, as shown in the 4 ppendix-3 (Fig.2).

708.3.4 ln case where the well steining is designed as a reinforced conorete element,
it shall be considered as a column section subjected to combined axial load and bending.
However, the amount of vertical reinforcement provided in the steining shall not be less
than 0.2 percent (for either mild steel or deformed bars) of the actual gross sectional area
of the steining. On the inner face, a minimum of 0.06 percent (of gross area) steel shall
be provided. The transverse reinforcement in the steining shall be provided in accordance
with the provisions for a column but in no case shall be less than 0.04 percent ofthe volume
per unit Iength ofthe steining.

The horizontal annular section of well steining shall also be checked for ovalisation moments
by any rational method taking account of side earth pressures evaluated as per Clause
7.O8.4.

708.3.5 The vertical bond rods in brick masonry steining shall not be less than 0.1 percent
of the cross-sectional area and shall be encased into cement concrete of M 15 mix of size
'150 mm x 150 mm. These rods shall be equally distributed along the circumference in the middle
ofthe steining and shall be tied up with hoop steel not less than 0.04 percent ofthe volume per
unit length ofthe steining. The hoop steel shall be provided in a concrete band at spacing of4
times of the thickness ofthe steining or 3 metres, whichever is less. The horizontal RCC bands
shall not be less than 300 mm wide and 150 mm high, reinforced with bars ofdiameter not less
than 10 mm placed ai the corners and tied with 6 mm diameter stirrups at 300 mm centres, as
shown in the Appendrx-3 (Frg. 3).

708.3.6 The stresses in well steining shall be checked at such critical sections where
tensile and compressive stresses are likely to be maximum and also where there is change
in the area of reinforcement or in the concrete mix.

7OA.4 Stability of Well Foundations

7O8.4.'l The stability and design of well foundations shall be done underthe most critical
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:crbjnation of loads and forces as per Clause 706 The pfessure on foundations shall satisfy
--^e provisions of Clause 706

708.4.2 Side eafth resistance

108.4.2.1 fhe side earth resisiance may be calculated as per guidelines given in

Appendix-g. The use of provisions IRC:45 rnay be used for pier well foundations in

:ohesionless soil.

rc8 '4 .2 '2rhes ideear th |es is tanceSha| Ibe ignoredinCaseofwe| | foundat ionsrest ing
:n rock. lf rock strata is such that the allowable bearing pfessure is less than 1 l\'4Pa' then

::re side earth resistance may be taken into account

708.4.3 Earlh pressure on abutments

708.4.3.1 lf the abutments are designed to retain earth and not spill ing in front' the
'3undations of such abutments shall be designed to withstand the earth pressure and

:orizontal forces for the condition of scour depth in front of 1.27 d", with approach reiained

.nJ z d", *lth 
""ort 

ull around ln case of scour all around' live load may nol be considered'

708.4.3.2 HoweYer, where earth spilling from the approaches is reliably protecied in

afont, relief due to the spilling earth in front may be considefed from bottom of well cap

iownwards.

708.4.4 Constructionstage

708.4.4.1 Stability ofthe well shall also be checked forthe construction stage when there

s no superstructure and the well is subjected to design scour, full pfe-ssure due to water

:urrent and/or full design earth pressure as in the case of abutment wells

7A8.4.4.2 Dwing the construction of wells when it has not reached the founding level

cr has not been piugged, the wells are likely to be subjected to full pressure due to water

,urr"nt upto frtt 
""oi,; 

This may result in tilting, sliding and shifting As a part of the safety
juring construction, this should be considered and safety of well must be ensured by

sultable methods, where required

708.5 Tilts and Shifts

-:8.5.7 As far as possible, the wells shall be sunk plumb without any tilts and shifts'
- c'.vever, a ti lt of I in 80 and a shift of '150 mm due to translation (both additive) in a direction

. . , I lchWi l lcausemostseve|eef fectShal IbeconSideredinthedesignofwel I foundat ionS.
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T0B.S.2 l f theactua l t i l tsandshi f tsexceedtheabovel imi ts , thentheremedia lmeasures
have to be resorted to bring thewellwithin that limit. lf it is not possible then iis effect on bearing
pressure, steining stress ind other siruciural elements shail be examined, and controlled if

necessary and feasiLrle, by resorting to change in span length. The Engineer-in-charge may

like to specify the maximum tilts and shifts upto which the well may be accepted subject to the

bearing presiure and steining stress being within limiis, bychanging the span length if needed'

and beyond which the well will be rejected irrespective of the result of any modification'

708.6 Cutting Edge

708.6.1 The mild steel cutting edge shall be strong enough and not less than 40 kg/m to

faciIitate'sinkingoftheWellthroughthetypesofstrataexpectedtobeejcodnteredWithout
suffering any d;mage. lt shall be properly anchored to the well curb For sinking through

rock, cutting edge should be suitably designed

708.6.2 When there are two or more compartments in a well, the lover end of the

cutting edge of the middle stems of such wells shall be kept about 300 mm above that

of the outer stems to prevent rocking, as shown in the Appendix-3 (Fig' 2)'

7gA.7 Well Curb

708.7.1Thewel |curbShouldbesuchthat i tWi l |o f fer themin imumresis tancewhi |e the
well is being sunk but should be strong enough to be able to transmit superimposed loads

from the steining to ihe bottom plug.

708.7.2 The slrape and lhe outline dimension of the curb as given in App endix'3 (Fig'

2) may be taken for guidance. The internal angle of the curb 'as' as shown in Appendix-3

ftg- , should be kept at about 30" to 37' and may be increased or decreased based on

past experience and geotechnical data.

7A8.7,3 The well curb shall lnvariably be in reinforced concrete of ' 'nix not ieaner

than M 25 with minimum reinforcement of 72 kglcum excluding bond rods The steel

shall be suitably arranged to prevent spreading and splitting of ihe curb during sinking

and in service.

708.7.4 ln case blasiing is anticipated, the inner faces of the well curb shall be

proiected with sieel plates of ihickness not less than 10 mm upto the top of the well

curb. lf it is desired to inciease the steel lining above the well curb tllen the thickness

can be reduced to 6 mm for that increased height. In any case' this extra height of the

steel should not be more than 3 metres unless ihere is a specific requirement The

curb in such a case should be provided with additional hoop reinforcement of 10 mm

dia mild steel or deformed bars at 150 mm centres which shall also extend upto a

heightof3rn in totheWe| |s te in ingabovethecurb.Addi t ional re in forcementaboveth is
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^sight upio tvro times the ihickness of steinrng shouJd be provided ," 
":: 

:t;:::;
ar-lsing oui oi sudden change in lhe eiiective section due io curtailflent oi plete.

708.8.1 The bottom piug shall be provided in ali ureils and ihe top shall be kept not
.o\,/er ihan 300 mm in the centfe above the iop of ihe curb as shown in the Appendix_3
fFE. 4. A suitable sump shall be below ihe level of the cuiting ecge. Beiore concerting the
!ctom piug, it sha'l be ensured that its inside faces have been cleaned thoroughly.

708.8.: The concrele mix used in boiiom plug shall have a minimum cement content
.i 330 kg/m3 and a slump of abcui '150 rnrn to perrnjt e6sy flow of concfete through termie to
3iace fi{!up allcavilies. concrete shailbe iaid in one coniiruorrs opeiation til l drecige hole is
il ied to required height. For uncier water ccncreting, ihe concfete shall be placed by tremie
JnCer stil i water ccndilion and the cemeni conieni o{ rnix be increased by 10 percent.

708.8.3 In case grouied colcfete, e.g., ccncreie is used, tite grout mjx shall not be
:eaner itan -l:2 ancj il silali be ensured by suitable means, such as, contfoliing the rate of
pumping that ihe grcut fi i is-up ali inierstices upto the top of the plug.

703.8.4 lf any dewaiering is required it shall be carried out after 7 da],s have eiapsed
aftef bottorn plugging.

703.8 Bottorn Plug

708.9 Fill ing the Well

708.9.i The fii l ing of the yreii, if considered necessary, above lhe botrom plug shall be done',vitn sand or excavated materiaifree frorn organic matier.

708.10 Plug over Fitting

708.10.1 A 300 mm thick piug of &1 15 cement concrete shall .be provioed overthefil l ing.

708.11 Well Cap

708.1!.1 The bottom of well cap shali be laid as low as possible but above the LWL in
ine active chennel. Where the bed level is higher than LWL the battom oi we| cap may oe
suitably faised.

708.11.2 As many longitudinal bars as possible coming fiom ihe well steining shail be
anchored into the well cap.

708.1'1.3 The design of the weii cap shall be based on; any accepied raiionat method,
:onsidering the \{orst combination of loacis and forces as per Ctause 706.
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708.12 FloatingCaissons

708,12,1 Floating caissons may be of steel' reinforced concrete or any suitable material

They should have at least 1.5 metres free board above the water level and increased' if

considered necessary, in case there js a possibility of caissons sinking suddenly owing to

reasons, such as, scour likely to result from lowering of caissons, effect ofwaves' sinking

in very soft strata, etc.

708.12.2 Well caissons should be checked for stability against ovefturning and

capsizing while being towed, and during sinking, due to the action of water current, wave

pressure, wind, etc.

708.12.3 The floating caisson shall not be considered as part of foundation unless

oroDer shear transfer at the interface is ensured.

708.13 sinking of Wells

708.13.1 The well shall as far as possible be sunk true and vertical Sinking should
not be started till the steining has been cured for at least 48 hours A complete record

of sinking operating including tilt and shifts, kentledge' dewatering' blasting, etc done

during sinking shall be maintained

For safe sinking of wells, necessary guidance may be taken from the precautions as given

in Appendk4.

708.14 Pneumatic Sinking of wells

708.14.1 Where sub-surface data indicate the need for pneumatic sinking, it will be

necessary to decide ihe method and location of pneumatic equipment and its supporling

adapter.

708.14.2 ln case if concrete steining is provided, it shall be rendered air tight by

restricting the tension in concrete which will not exceed 3/8d'of the modulus of rupture'

For the circular wells. the tension in steining may be evaluated by assuming it to be a thick

walled cylinder.

708.14.9 The steining shall be checked at different sections for any possible rupture

against the uplift force and, if necessary shall be adequately strengthened'

708j14.4 The design requirements of the pneumatic equipment, safety of personnel

and the structure shall comply with the provisions of lS 4138 "Safety Code for Working

in Compressed Aii'. lt is desirable that the height of the working chamber in a pneumatic

caissons should not be less than 3 metres to provide sufficient head room when the cutting
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edge is embedded a short distance below the excavated level and in particular to allow
for blowing down. The limiting depth for pneumatic sinking should be such that the depih
of water below normal water level to the proposed foundatjon level upto which pneumatic
sinking is proposed should not exceed 30 .

708.15 Sinking ofWetts by Resorting to Btasting
Blasting may be employed with prior approval of competent authofity to help sinking of well
for breaking obstacles, such as, boulders or for levelling the rock layer for square seating of
wells. Blasting may be resorted to only when other methods are found, ineffective.

709 PILE FOUNDATION

709.1 ceneral

709.1.'l Piles transmit the load of a structure to competeni sub-surface strata by the
resistance developed from bearing at the toe or skin friciion along the surface or both. The
piles may be fequired to carry uplift and lateral loads besides direct vertical load.

709,1.2 The construction of pile foundaiion requires a careful choice of pjling system
depending upon subsoil conditions and load characteristics of structures. The permissible
limits of total and differential setflement, unsuppoded length of pile under scour and any
other special requirements of project are also equally irnpo(ant criteria for adopnon.

709.1.3 Design and construcfion : For design and constructjon of pjles guroance may
be taken from lS 2911 subject to limitations/stipulations given in this code. Appendix-s
gives tfre design formulae and their applicability.

709.1.4
followed:

ii)

For piles in streams, creeks, etc., the following criteria may be

Scour conditions are properly esiablished.

Permanent steel liner should be provided at least upto maximum scour
level. In case of marine clay or soft soil or soil having aggressive material,
permanent steel liner of sufficient strength shall be used for the full depth of
such strata. The minimum thickness of liner should be 6 mm
For bridges located in land, steel liners of minimum thickness of 6 mm shall
be provided in cases given below. The liner shall be provided up to depih up
to which following situations prevail.

While constructing the pile foundation ihrough very soft clay (N < 3) ,very loose
sandy strata (N < 8), bouldery formation and artesian conditions, wherein the
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walls of boreholes cannot be staDilized by bentonite circulation.

b) Where sewage leakage is common phenomenon as well as siles with
aggressive soil/watef environment

709.'1"5 Spacing of piles and tolerances

709.1.5.1 Spacing of piles

a) Where pier is supported on multiple piles, connected by frame structure or by
solid pile cap, the spacing ofpiles should be considered in relation to the nature.
of the ground, their behavior in groups and the execution convenience. The
spacing should bechosenwith regard to the resuliing heave orcompaction and
should be lvide enough to enable the desired number of piles to be installed
to the correct penetration without damage to any adjacent construction or to
the piles themselves.

b) For iand bridges, pier may be supported on single pile having diameter sufficiently
large io accommodate constructioir tolerances of pile installation with reference
lo locaiion of piers as well as having skengih as required by the desiEn The
pile should be designed to catei for the maximum eccentricity of vertical load
in such case. Alternatively, pile shaft can be continued to aci as a pier and get
connecied io piei'cap which is designed to accommodate lhe eccentricities due
to consiruciion icierances.

The size of a cap catrying the load from the structure to the pile heads, or the size and
effective length of a ground beam, may infiuence type, size and spacing of piles.

The spacing of piles v/ill be detemi:'red by many aspects meniioned above The working
rules which are ggnerally, though not always, suitable, are as iollows:

For friction piles, the spacing centre should noi be less than the perirneter of ihe pile of
for circular pile, three times the diameter. The spaiing of pjles deriving their resistance
mainly from end bearing may be reduced but the distance between the surfaces of the
shafts of adjacent piles should be not less than the least width of the piles.

709.1.5.2 Permissible toletances for piles shallbe as under:

i) Forvertical pilesT5 mm at piling platform ievel ond tilt not exceeding 1 in
150;

ii) For raker piles iolerance of 1 in 25.

709.1.6 The maximum rake to be permitted in piie shall not exceed the following:

i) 1 in 6 for all bored piles:

;i) 1 ;n 6 ior driven casFin-situ piies: and
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iii) '1 in 4 for precast driven pites.

tvr.t.t rne minJmum diameter shall be 1.0 m for rjverlmarjne bridges. Fof brjdges
3eyond the water zone and for bridges on land, the diameter may be reduc"ed upto 750 mm.

709.1.8 Settlement, differential seftlement and pile capacitv

The Differential setflement between two successive foundations taken at pite cap level,
:nay be esiimated from the maximurn setflement expected at two foundations for the dead
:cad, superimposed loads, live load and scour effect. The increase in set ement wjth time
in cJayey soils shall be accounted for. in acsence of detailed calculaiions, for rne purpose
ef preliminary design, it can be taken as not more than the maximum settiement of any of
:he two foundations.

The differential settrement sha be rimited depending upon the fofiowing functionar and
structural consideraUons:

a) FunclionalJy, acceptable differenijal settlement between two neighboring
piers shall not be greater than j ih 400 of ihe span to ensure riding 

-comfortl

as specified in C la us e 7 06.3.2.1 .

c)

o l The allowable settlement of a single pile considered for estimatino the pile
capacity shall be arriVed from cbrrelatioi ofthe set ement of pite group to
that of sjngle pile. as pef Clause 709.3.4.

rr rs tunher provided that the working load capacity ol pile based on the
sub-clause b) shall nof exceed 40 percent of the load iorrespondjng to
the settlement of. 10 percent of pile diameter (i.e. safety facto r of 2.5 on
ultimaie load capaciiy is ensured).

709.1.9 For both Precast and casFin-situ piles, the values regarding grade of concrete,
i?aler cement fatio, slump shall be as forlows:

NOTE: i) For improving resistance.to penetration of harrnfill elements from soil use ot rnineral
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Concrete Cast-in-situ by
Tremie

Precast Concrele

urade ot concrete
l,4in. cement contents

M 3 5 t\,135
400 kg/m3 400 kg/mr

l . ' lax. W.C. ratio 0.4 0.4
Stump (mm '150-200
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admixtures (tlyash, silica fume, GGBS conforming to respective Bls/lnternational

standards) and as per IRC:112 is recommended

ii) In marine conditions and areas exposed to action of harmful chemlcals' protectlon
'' 

ii piie laps wittt suitaote cJing ;uch as bituminous based' coal{ar epoxv based

Liting muy o" consioered .Hiqh- alumina cements (i e quick setting cement) shall

not be used In maflne conottron! Also when both chlorides and sulphates are present

use of sulphate-resistant cement is not recommenoeo

7Og.2 Requirement and Steps for Design and Installation

7og '2 . lThe in i t ia ldes ignofan ind iv idua |p i le ,conf i rmat ionof i t scapac i tybye i ther
in-it-iJlo"o t"sior uv re-coniirmation of actual soil parameters' modiJlcation of design' if

requireO, anO tinat aOoption should pass through following steps of investigations' deslgn

and load testing:

i) comprehensive and detailed sub-sui{ace investigation for piles lo

determine the deslgn parameters ofend bearing capacity' friction capacity

and lateral capacity of soil surrounding the pile

ii) Design of pile and piie group based on i) above for specified bearing

strata.

ii i) Initial load testingl

lnitialload teston pile ofsame diameterasdesign pilefordirect conlirmation

of design.

The initial load test is a parl ofthe design process conflrming the expected

properties of bearing strata and the pile capacity

.iv) Steps ii) and iii) should be repeated for different types of strata met at site'

The steps for design and confirmation by tests are given below:

i) Sub-soil exploration to reconfirm soil parameters assumed in the deslg|

ii) Provide for the required design capacity of pile group based on tentative

number and diameter of piles in a group'

iii) The allowable total/differential settlement of single pile should be based on

the considerations as per Clauses 709'1'8 and 709'3'4' Capacity ofsingle

fit" i. to o" based on stalic formula considering ground characteristios'

This step along with step ii) may be iterative'

Structural design of Piles.

lnitial load test as mentioned in CIause 709 2 1 iii) is for axial load capacity

709.2.2

tv)

v)
34
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including uplift eapacity, if requjred, on trial piles of the same diameter as
the design pile. The iesting shall be done as per the procedure laid down in
lS:2911, part-lv This load test sha be conducted for not tess than 2,/_
iimes the design load. The iniiial load iest shall be cyclic load test for pile6' deriving skength from end bearing and siOe triction. Tne maintained load
test can be performed for end bearing piles without relying on frjction, and
for the socketed piles in rock.

vi) lf the initial load test gives a capacity greater than 25 percent of the capacitv
calculated by st€tjc formula, and if ii js desired to take benefit of the highe;
capacity, another two load tests shall be car ed out to confim the earljer
value and minimum ofthe three shallbe considered as initialload testvalue.
The number of initiai tests shall be determined by the Engineerrn_cnarge
taking into consideration the bore log and-soil profile.

709.2.3 For abutment, jt js important to consider overall stability of the structure
and abutment. The piles should also be designed to sustain surcharge effect of
embankment.

709.2.4 Routine toad test

confirming pile capacity.
Total number of Piles for the Bridge

Rouiine load test should be done at locations of alternate foundations of

lr'Og:. lo 
|.:"olf]T or modify the a owabte toads. Verricat and horizonrat

load tests should be properly designed to cover particular pile group. The
lateral load test may be conducted on two adjacent piles. However, results
of routine load tesis shall not be used for upwafd revision of design capacity
of piles. The minimum number oltests tb be conducted is as given below for

r)

Upto 50

ijpto 150

3eyond 150

YOTEi The number of tests may be judiciousJy increased depending upon the variability ofloundatrons strata.

ii) Permissible Over Load

While conducting routine test on one of the pile belonging to a pjle group,if
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the pile is found to be deficient (based on the settlement criteria at 1.5
timesthe design load) an ovedoad upto '10 percentofthe reduced capacity
may be allowed.

iii) Fora quick dssessment of pile capacity, high-strain dynamic tests may be
conducted after establishing co{elations using the results of load tests.
However, results oflhe strain dynamic tests shall not be used for upward
revision of design capacity of pile. Detailed guidelines are at Appendix-7
Parf t- These methods can be follovred-

iv) To have a fairly good idea about the quality-of concrete and construction
defects like voids, discontinuities, etc., pile integrity tests are
extensively conducted- Detailed guilelines and references are at

' . Appendix-7 Part 2.

709.3 Geotechnical Capacity of Pile

709.3.1 Resistance to verTical loads

For calculating designed capacity of pile for load combination I of Clause 706.1.1,
recommendation of Appendix-s should be dlovted- For calc lating capacity of pile group,
refer clauses 709.3.3 and 709.3.4 and the allotv"abb setbnEnt cliteria as per Clause 709.1.8'
For purpose ofthese Clauses the following definitixts willapply.

a) Cohesive soil (clay or plastic silt with S" < 0.25 MPa);

b) Gianular soil (sand, gravel or noGpbslic sitt with N (average within layer)
< 50 blows/o,3 m (50 blo$rsBo cms);

c) Intermediate Geomaterial

Cohesive: e.g. clay shales or muddones with 0.25 MPa (2.5 tsf) < S,< 2.5 MPa.

granular residual soils N>50 blows/o.3 m. Cohesion less: e.g. granular tilb,
(50 blows/3o cm);

Su : 2.5MPa (25 tsf) or'd) Rock: Cohesive, Cemented Geornaterial with
guZ 5.0 MPa.

709.3.2 Factor of Satuty

The minimum factor of safety on ultimate axial capacity computed on the basis of
static formula shall be 2.5 for load combination I of Clause 706.1.1 for piles in soil. For
piles in rock, factor of safety shall be 3 on end bearing component aqd 6 on socket
side resistance component, for load combination I of clause 706-1.1 sijbjedt to further
limits as stipulated in Appendix-s.
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709.3.3 Capacity of piles/group action

The axiai capacity of a group of piles should be determined by a factor to be applied to'le capaciiy of individual piles multiplied by the number of piles of the group.

i) Factor may be taken as I in case of purely end bearing piles having minimum
spacing of2.0 times the djameter of pile and for frictional piles having spacing
of minimum 3 times diameter of pile.

ii) For pile groups in clays, the group capacity shall be iesser of the followjnq:

a) Sum of ihe capacities of the individuat piles in the group.

b) The capacityofthe group based on blockfailure concept, wherethe ultimate
load carrying capacity of the block enclosing the piles in estimated.

709.3,4 Settlement of pile group

709.3.4.1 fhe capacity of a pile group is also governed by set ement criterion. Setflement
ri a piJe group may be coniputed on the basis of following recommendations or bv anv other
?tional method.

749.3.4.2 Seftlement of pile group in sands

, ne settlement of a pilegroup is affected by the shape and size of group, lengih, spactng and
:ethod ofinstallation of piles. Meihods given in tS 8OO9 (parill) ofany other rational method-ray be used. The setilement of group of piles in sands can be calculated by assuming that
:'re load carried by the pile group is transferred to the soil through an equivalent raft located
.i one third of the pile length upwards from the pile ioe forfriction piles. For end bearing piles
:re settlement can be calculated by assuming ihe raft placed at the toe of the pile group.
-Cg.3.4.3 

SettlemenL ot pile group in clays

-e settlement of pile group in homogeneous clays shall be evaluated using Tezaghi andl e s
-:cK Approach whtch assumes that the load carried by the pile group is hansferred to the
-.cil through an equivalent fooiing located at one thifd of the pile length upwards fronr ihe
: le toe. The load under the equivalent footing is assumed to spread into soil at a slope of
2 ivertical) :1 (horizontal).

:3 settlement tor equivalent footing shall be evaluated in accordance with lS g009
tart-ll).

-:9.3.4.4 
Seftlement of pile group in rock
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Settlemeni of piles founded in rock may be computed as per 1S8009(Part ll) considering the

709"3.5 Resistance to lateral /oads

where
D = Diarneter of Pile

L =r r Length between outer Jaces

direction of movement'

in plah PerPendicular to

l*';1;1i 
"lli 

ffi ffi .Hlil;ilffi rl""o"'"Ji** "i i"oividuar piredepends oh the
modulus of horizontal "ub-graoe 

reacrro'ioltn"louno"tion t"t"tial aswell as the structural

H:qv;:'i,;#i."'Jr:.;rti':',rffi {**run*i#ii:,':d"':::
:ll:#il"tffi t',.:r;i1i:l:ffi r":',";;":;;i,1i4*;[ffi,ffi i
i*, n,",J "i "".o", o*". 9".11*qijl:t*:*my":ln'":T1il15#l f ?lI"'1,;
:;ff i:f"i*:T":",''"T#lllTifl :|:ilt5i:xt*:s g'lil*1fi ::' ;:*:l:
:ffi ';,ii$lll""J:"':f i{iti*j'tiT#:i='f }*llh1ll','"';:","::';'m:l';[:ftlinT'"',il"tt,1;::t',t;""i'lH#;'t'u]tu'ui *ntir'u'' rrom the point or rixitv

Tie point of fixity can oe uten trom tnl aiaiysis performed for th') design' or calculated by

simoiified method gjiven in lS:2911'

' ' - r - i .

70s.3.5.2 Ihesafe lateral resrstance of .pile-sroT.l1"l^1"'j^:,1,:"':li[:;H"::fl",t#

709.3.6.1 Piles may be required to reslst upliftforces of permanent or iemporary nature when

used in foundations subjected to large overturning mornentg'or as anchorages in strucrures'

iiJ. uno"ro""""" .ubjected to hydrostatic uplifi pressure'
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149.3.6.2 fhe ultimate uplift capacity may be calculated with the expression of shaft
-ssistance/skin friction only, of the static formulae for compression loads and applying a
'eduction factor of 0.70 on the same. In case of rock, the socket length shall be measured
-om 0.3 m depth to actual depth of socket. The weight of the pile shall also be taken
as acting against uplift. Pull out test shall be conducted for verification of uplift capacity.
iactor of (2.5/0.7) = 3.5 on the ultimate strength shall be used.

109.3.6.3 The uplift capacjty of pile group is lesser ofthe two following values:

- the sum of the uplift resistance of the individual piles in the group. and
- the sum of shear resistance mobilised on the surface perimeter of the

group plus the effective weight of the soil and ihe piles enctosed in this
surface perimeter.

709.3.6.4 Piles should be checked for structural adequacy against uplift forces together
,rith other co-existent forces, if any.

709.3.6.5 The minimum factor ofsafety on ultimate uplift load calculated on the aforesaicj
:asis shall be 2.5.

709.3.7 Piles subjected to downward drag

.'/hen a soil stratum through which pile shaft has penetrated into an underlying hard siratum
lompresses due to its own weight, or remoulding, or surface load etc., additional vertical
.ad is generated along ihe pile shaft in such stratum. Such additional load coming on pile
-ay be assessed on the following basis:

i) In the case of pile deriving its capacity mainly from friction, the value
of downward drag force may be taken as 0.2 to 0.3 times undrained
shear strength multiplied by the surface area of pile shaft embedded in
compressible soil.

i i) In case of pile deriving itscapacity mainly from end beadng. the value
may be considered as 0.5 limes undrainedof downward drag force

shear strength multiplied
compressible soil.

by the surface area of pile shaft embedded in

iii) For a group of piles, the drag forces shall also be calculated considering
the surface area of the block (i.e., perimeter of the group times depth)
embedded jn compressible soil. In the event of this value being higher
than the number of piles in the group times the individual downward drag
forces, the same shall be cosidered in the design.

iv) This reduction in capacity of pile is in the ultimate capacity
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7o;g.4.1 Arpile as a structural member shall have sufficient strength to transmit the lqad

i., .tru"trr" io."oit. The pile shall also be designed tq withstand temporaryJtresses, if any,

to *ni.n it may be subjected to, such as, handling and driving stresses The permissible

lRC.78-2014

709.4 Structural Design of Piles

stresses should be as Per IRC:112'

709.5.1

The test pite shall be separately designed !o carry tesl load safely to the foundation

709.4.2 The piles may be designed taking into consideration all the load effects and

their structural capacity examined as a column The self load of pile or lateral load due to

earthquake;. water'curr"ni forc", etQ on the portion of free pile upto scour level and upto

ootential l iquefaction level if applicable should be duly accounted lor'

709.4.3. Eor the horizontal loads thq mqments in pile shaft ca! bq calculated as descrjbed

in ciau"e zog.s.s.z. ror pites on tand, ifthe pile group is pror/ided with rigidcap, then the piles

mav be considered as having fixed head in appiopriate direction for this purpose Horizontal

force mav be distribqted equally in all piles in a group with a rigid pile cap

709.4.4 Reinforcements for casFm-slfu p'ies

The reinforcements in pi|e Shou|d be provided complying With the requiremenls of IRc:1,12,

ua p"r rn" design requirements-"The area of longitudinal reinforcemeni shall not be less

mul o.+ p"t""ninot greaterthan 2 5 percent ofthe actual area of cross-section in all cast-

i"oitu 
"on"t"t" 

pilesi The clear'spacing between-vertical bars shall not be less than 100

mm. Grouping of not more than two bars togethel can be made for achieving the same

l"tur"t r.uintoi""t"nt shall be provided in the form of spirals with minimum I mm diameter

"t""t, 
ap"aing not tore than 150 mm For inner layer of reinforcement' separate links tying

themtoeachotherandtoouter layerSSha| |beproVided.

709.4.5 For pre-cast driven piles, the reinforcement shoild comply with the provision

oi rncrl z, tor r".l.ting stresses due to lifting, stacking and transport, any uplift or bending

transmitted from the superstructure and benJing due to bny secondary effecis The area of

t"giirol.;l reinforcemeni shall not be. iess than the following percentages of the cross-

sectional area of the Piles:

a) For piles with a length less than 30 ii|:nes the least width - 1 25 percent;

b) For piles wiih a length 30 to 40 times the least widih - I 5 percent; and

. c) For pileb with a length greater than 40 times the least width -2 percent'

709.5 Design of Pile CaP

The pile caps shall be'of reinforced concrete of size fixed taking inio
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consideration the allowable tolerance as in Clause 709.1.5.2. A minimum ofiset of 150 mm
shall be provided beyond thd ouier faces of the ouier-most piles in the group. lf the pile
cap is in contact with earth at the bottom, a levelling course of minimum 80 mm thick plain
cement concrete shall be provided.

709.5.2 The top ofihe pile shall project 50 mm into ihe pile cap and reinforcements of
p;ie shall be fully anchored in pile cap.

709-5.3 In Marine conditions or in areas exposed to the aciion of harmful chemicals,
the pile cap shall be pfotecied with a suitable anti-corrosive paint. High alumina cemeni i.e.
quick setting cernent shall not be used in marine co''rsrfuclions.

709.5.4 The minimum thickness of pile cap should be '1.5 times the diameter of pile.
Such a pile cap can be considered as rigid. The pile cap may be designed as thick slab or,
by using 'strut & tie'method. All reinforcement in pile cap shall have full anchorage capacity
beyond tl^re point at which it is no longer required. lt should be specially ascerta;ned ior
pile cap designed by'strut & tie'method. Where lafge diameter bars are used as main
reinforcement, the corners of pile caps have large local cover due to large radius of bending
of main bars. Such corners shall be protected by locally placing small diameter bars.

709.5.5 Casting of pile cap should be at level higher than wate. level unless
functionally it is required to be below water level at which time sufficient precautions
should be iaken to dewater, thb forms to allow concieting I dry conditions.

709.6 lmportanlConsideration,lnspection/PrecautionsforDifferentTypes
of Piles

709.6.1 Diven cast-in-situ piles

709.6.1,1 Exceptotherwise siated in this code, guidance is to be obtained from lS 2911
(Part 1/Section l).

709.6i.2 fhe pile shoes which may be eiiher of cast iron conicaltype or of mild steelflat
type should have double reams for proper seating of the removable casing tube inside ihe
space between the reams.

70g.6.1.3 Before commencement of pouring of concrete, it should be ensured that ihere
is no ingress of water in the casing tube from the bottom. Furthef adequate control during
withdrawal of the casing tube is essential so as to maintain sufflcient head of concrete
inside the casing tube at all stages of withdrawal.

4 1
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709.6.1.4 Concrete in piles shall be cast upto a minimum height of 600 mm above the
designed top level of pile, which shall be stripped off to obtain sound conorete either before
final set or after 3 days.

709-6-2 Bored cast-in-situ piles

709.6.2.1 fhe drilling mud, such as, bentonite suspension.shall be maintained at a level
sufflciently above the surrounding ground water level to ensure the stability of the strata
which is being penehated throughout the boring process until the pile has been concreted

709.6.2.2 fhe bores must be washed by fresh bentonite solution flushing to ensure
clean bottom at two stages prior to concreting and after placing reinforcement.

709.6.2.3 Concreting of piles

Concreting shall be done by tremie method. In tremie method the following requirements are
particularly applicable.

a) When concreting is carried out for a pile, a temporary casing should
be installed to sufficient depth, so that fragments of ground cannot
drop from the sides of the hole into the concrete as it is placed: The
temporary casing is nol required except near the top when concreting
under dril l ing mud.

b) The hopper and tremie should be a leak proof system.

c) Tremie diameter of minimum 200 mm shall be used with 20 mm diameter
down aggregale.

d) The first charge of concrete should be placed with a siiding plug pushed
down the tube ahead of it orwith a steel plate ofadequate charge to prevent
mixing of concrete and water. However, the plug should not be left in the
concrete as a lump.

e) The tremie pipe should always penetrate well into the concrete with an
adequate margin of safety against accidental withdrawal ofthe pipe The
tremie should be always full of concrete.

f) The pile should be concreted wholly by tremie and the method of deposition
should not be changed part way up the pile, to prevent the laitance from
being entrapped within the pile.

g) AII tremie tubes should be scrupulously cleaned atter use.
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As tremie method of concreting is not under watef concreting, these is.no
need to add 10 percent extra cement.

Normally concreting ofthe piles should be uninterrupted. In the exceptional
case of interruption of concreting; but which can be resumed within 1 or
2 hours, the tremie shall not be taken out of the concrete. Instead it shall
be raised and lowered slowly, from time to time to prevent the concrete
form setting: Concrefing should be resumed by introducing a little richer
concrete with a sldmp. of about 200 mm for easy displacement of the

t )

partly set concrete.

lf the concreting cannot be resumed before final set of concret6 already
placed, the pile so cast may be rejected or accepted with modifications.
' l

In case of withdrawal of tremie out of the concrete, either accidentally or
to remove a choke in the tremie, the hemie may be reintroduced in the
following manner to prevent impregnation of laitance or scum lying on the
top of the concrete already deposited in the bore.

The tremie shall be gently lowered on to the old concrete with very
little penetration initially. A vermiculite ptug/surface retarders should be
introduced in the tremie. Fresh concrete of slump between 150 mm to '175

mm should be filled in the tremie which will push the plug foMard and will
emerge out of the tremie displacing the laitance/scum. The tremie will be
pushed furthef in steps making fresh concrete sweefi away laitance/scum
jn its way. When tremie.is buried by about 60 to 100 cm, concreting may
be resumed.

l) The 'L bends in the reinforcements ai the bottom ofthe piles should not be
provided to avoid the formation of soft toe.

709.6.2.4. Removal of concrete above cut-off level

It is deshable that the concrete above cui-off level is removed before the concrete is sei.
The concrete may be removed manually or by specially made bailer or other device. Such
removal of concrete helps in preventing the damages of the good concrete below the cut-off
levelwhich results from chipping by percussion method.

The removal of concrete can be within t 25 nlm from the specified cufoff level preferably
on the G) side. On removal of the such concrete, the concrete should be compacted with
rammer with spikes.or it shall be vibrated. .

In case the concrete is not removed before setting, a groove shall be made on outer
perimeter by rotary equipment before chipping by percussion method.

r),

k)
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709.6.3 Driven precast concrete piles

709.6.3.1 Except otherwise stated in this code, guidance is to be obtained from lS 2911

(Part l/Section 3).

709.63.2 fhis type of piles for bridges may be adopted when length of pile as per

design requirement is known with reasonable degree of accuracy Extra length of pile

may be cast to avoid lengthening of piles as faI as possible. When unavoidable, the
splicing for lengthening of steel may be used only after the method of splicing is tested -
and appfoved earlier.

The longitudinal reinforcement shall be joined by welding or by mechanical couplers. The
concrete at top of original pile shall be cut down io sufficient length to avoid spelling by heat
of welding. Location of mechanical couplers in neighboring reinforcement shall be such as
to permit concreting between the bars.

709.6.3.3 During installation oi piles, the final set or penetration of piles per blow of
hammer should be checked taking an average of last '100 blows

710 SUBSTRUCTURE

710.1 General

710.1.1 ln case of plain concrete substruciure, surface reinforcement at ihe rate of

2.5 kg/m'zshall be provided in each direction, i.e., both horizontally and vertically Spacing of

such bars shall noi exceed 200 mm. In case of substructure in severe environment (as per

Clause'14.3.1 of 112 or as per clause 302.6 table 5 of IRC:21) the surface reinforcement

can be dispensed with, if specifically allowed but the dimension of the substructure should

be so proportioned to keep the stresses only up to 90 percent of the allowable stress

7'10.1.2 Foi the design of subshucture below the level of the iop of bed block, the.live
load impact shall be modified by the factors given below:

i) For calculating the pressure ai the bottom
surface of the pier/abuiment cap 0.5

ii) For calculating pressure on the top 3 m of Decreasing uniformly from
substructure below pier/abutment cap 0 5 to zero
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iii) For calculating the pressure on ihe portjo n Zerc

ofthe substructure, at more than 3 m below
the pier/abutment cap.

710.1.3 Structures designed to retatn earihfllj shall be proportioned to withstand.i'essure calculated jn accordance with any rational theory No structure snltt, however, bej-^srgned to withstand a horizontal pressure less ihan thai exerteO ly a nurO weigning +AOkg/m3, in addition to the ljve load surcharge, if any.

710.1,4 The backfiJj behind the wjng and return walls shall conform to the specificationsin Appendix-, with provision for proper oratnage.

710.2 Piers

710.2.1 piers in stream and channel should be located to meet navrgational
:l::li?c€ 

r::uiremenls and give a. minimum interference to flood f-to-w ln generat,prers shourd be praced para[er with the direction ofstream cuir"ni"ino-oo 
"tugu. 

pi"r.in other tocations, tike, viaducts or land 
"pun" "norrJ L" u""oriinn*io'ii" r."0r,r"."n,of the obstacles to cross over.

710.2.2 
.Where necessary pjers shall be provjded at both ends with suitabty shaped cutwaters as given jn IRC:6. However, cut and ease water where provided shall extend uptoaffluxed H.F.L. or higher, if necessary from consideration of local c"iOi Onr, fif.", 

"*"r, ",..,^10^_1-t, 
, 

,r, may be in pSC, RCC, pCC or masonry Only solird section should beadopted for masonry'piers. The desi issible#::::::"i ilfi'rJ,lift ill 
o"''n" or masonry piers shourd be based on permi

710.2.4 The lhickness ofthe walls of hollow concrete piers should not be less than 300 mm.
712.2.5 

. 
The mulii-column piers ofbridges across rivers carrying floating debris, treesor timber shoutd be braced throughout the f.,uigt t ot .,u pi;by dilin"rugil*u,, 

",inirm::i::Tg:" ynbraced muttipte column piers,rv U" 
"rr"ri"l 

o""o"no,ng uoon,n"penormance of similar structures in si
of such bracing, when adopted, 

"n",, 
[';i"lTlrt ",l" 

of rivet However, ivpe and spacjng

i!! ^1:! .Piers 
shalt be designed to withstand the toad and forces transferfed fromrne superstructure and the load and forces on the pier itself, apartirom itte ettect ot itsself-weight. ln generat, pier may be sotjd, nottow or frameo stiuJi;;;;.- 

"

7.10.2-7 rn case of pier consisting of iwo or more columns, the horizontar torces atthe bearing be distributed on columns as required by appropri"," 
"""iV"i..710,2.8 lf the piers consisi of either multiple piles or tres e columns spaced closer
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than three times the width of piles/columns across the direction of flow, the group

shall be treated as a solid pier of the same overall width and the value of K taken as
1.25 for working out pressure due to water current according to relevant Clause 213.7 of
lRc:6. lf such piles/columns are braced then the group should be considered a solid pier

irrespective of the spacing ofthe columns

710.2.9 Hollow piers shall be provided with suitably located weep-holes of '100 mm
diameter for enabling free flow of water to equaliie the water levels on inside and outside;
considering rate of rise/fall of Jlooditide water. The pier walls should be checked for
expected differential water-head/wave pressure and silt pressure. In absence of detailed
calculations, a minimum difference of '1.5 m in water levels on two sides shall be assumed

710.2.10 The lateral reinforcement of the walls of hollow circular Rcc pier shall not be less
than 0.3 percent ofthe sectional area ofthe walls ofthe pier. This lateral reinforcement shall be
distributed 60 percent on outer face and 40 percent on inner face.

710.3 Wall Piers

710.3.1 When the length of solid pier is more than four times its thickness, it shall also
be checked as a wall.

710.3.2 The reinforced wall should have minimum vertical reinforcement equal to O 3
percent of sectional area.

710.3.3 For eccentric axial load, the wall should be designed for axial load with
momerit. The moments and the horizontal forces shoLrld be distributed taking into
account the dispersal by any rational method.

710.3.4 The vertical reinforcement need not be enclosed by closed slirrups, where
vertical reinforcement is not required for compression. However, horizontal reinforcement
should not be less than 0.25 percentof the gross area and open links (or Sloops)with hook
pliced around the vertical baf should be placed at the rate of 4 links in one running metre

710.3,5 When walls are fixed with superstructure, the design moment and.axial load
should be worked out by elastic analysis of the whole structure.

710.4 Abutments

710.4.'l The abutments will carry superstructure from one side. lt should be designed/
dimensioned to retain earth froni the apploach embankment.

710,4-2 The abutments should be designed to withstand earth pressure in normal
condition in additicih to load and forcds transferred from superstructure. In addition, any
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load acting on the abutment itself, including self_weight, is to be considered.

710.4.3 In case of spill through type abutment, the active pressure calculated on thewidth ofthe column shall be increased by 50 percent where two columns have oeen provided
and by 100 percent where more than two columns have been provided.

710.4.4 All abutments and abutment columns shall be designed for a tive loadsurcharge equivalent to 1.2 m height of earth fil l. The effective wjd iotthe cotumns neednot be increased as in Clause 7i0.4.3 for surcharge effect when spill througn abutment isadopted.

710-4,5 Abutment should also be desjgned for waier current forces during ,scour allround condition.

113;11^. ]rl 
abutment may be of ptain or reinforced concrete or of masonry Theaourment may be either solid type, buttressed type, counterfort type, box type or spiJlthrough type. For spillthrough abutment, column type orwall type, analysis may be carriedout as for piers. Counterfod type abutment may be treated as T or L tyie as the case maybe and the slab may be designed as continuous over counterforts.

710.4.7 Fully eafth retaining abutments should be desjgned considerjng submerged/
saturated unit weight ofearth as appropriate during H.F.L. or L.W.L. condition. In case of tootings,the submerged unit weight of soir where considered shal not be Jess than 1000 ko/m3.

7.10.4.8 The weight of ea(h filling material on heel may be considered. ln case oftoe,the weight may be consjdered if the bed is protected.

710.4,9 In case of spill through type abutment, it should be ensured that the stope jn
fronl of the abutment is well protected by means of suitably designed stone pjtching andiaunching aprons.

710-4,10 In case of abuiments having counterfort, the minimum thickness of the frontlvall should not be less than 200 mm and the thickness ofthe counterfort shoutd not be lessihan 250 mm.

710.4.11 In case of box type abutments, weep holes shall be provided similar tohollow piers as per Clause 710.2.9.

710.5 Abutment pier

710.5.1 Abutment piers may have to be provided at locations where there may be a

L7
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need of increasing waterway subsequently. The design of such abutment piers shall be
such ihat it should be possible to convert them to the similar shape as piers in the active
channel.

710.5.2 For multiple span arch bddges, abuiment pie|s shall be provided after every
fifth span or closer. Ii is designed for condition 'r,\ai eYgn ii arch on one side of it collapses,
the oier and arches on othef side will remain s€fe.

710.6 Dift Walls, Wing Watls and Retum VJaIs

710.6.1 Wing walls shall be of sufficieni ietE= :3 .eein lhe roadway to the required'
extent and to provide protection againsi erc'3'6,r:-

710.6.2 A dirt wall shall be provided :c ;"s's:::re earth from approaches spilling on
the bearings. A screen wall of sufficieni ce9:' '-E ciei ior at least 500 mm depth into the
fill) to prevent siipping of the backfili in case :E ar.et b of the spill through type, shall
be provided.

7'l1j.3 The wing walls may':€ :: soi: :-.ae. l'E :etum walls may be of solid or
counterfort type. The material 'JSE "ia-i 3e cbi :' t€iqlcrced concrete or masonry'

710,6-4 Dirt wall,ballast $"& a-c s€tesr r3{ vaf :€ :{oYiCed with minimum thickness
of 200 mm.

710.6.5 The v,iing .,,a:s s.c,-"a :e j*n= :.t?ai.i'-t '.o rvithstand the earth pressure in
addition io setf-weighL

710.6.6 The top of the ving ta::: *als s-al - larEC above the top of embankment
by at least 100 mm to prevent any soI frct" ser€ sit*:r or \Y"shed away by rain over its
top. A drainage arangement for reiljql lt?[rip rd nay-be provided similar to that for the
abutment specified in Appendix-6-

71A.6.1 The cantilever retums'r.,]^z= #rec gDi^\i ..oi be more than 4 metres long.

710.6.8 In case of open foundaiicrE, &irrg and tetum walls should be provided with
separate foundations with a joint at Lhe:t jur€iic{! .i!'iih ire abutment.

710.6.9 Wing walls may be la-rd ai any suilabb angle to the abutment. In case of
river bridges, these are normally splayed in ptran ai 45'- The return walls may be provided
at right angles to ihe abutment. Retum valls shall be designed 10 withstand a live-load
surcharge equivalent to 1.2 m height of earthill.
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714-6:10 rhe box type return wa at right angres at bolh ends ofthe abutments connected
bywalltype diaphragm may be,adopted where found suitable, Howevel jn such cases, noreduciion in the earth pressure forlhe design of the abutment shourd be considered. Theiop of diaphragm should slope inwards to the.centre of carriageway for facilttatjng proper
rolling of the embankment behind the abutmeni

710.6-1'l Solid type of wing/return walls on jndependent foundations can be suitably
stepped up towards the approaches d-epending upon the pattein of Scour, tocat ground
conditions and its profile;safe bearing capacity, etc'
710.6.12 In case of wjng walls or return walls, the foundation shall be taken adequately
into the fim soil.

710.7.1 The mjnimum thickness of reinforced conirete retaining wall shall be 200 mm.
710.7.2 The retajning walls shall be designed to withstand ea(h pressure Inctuding
any live load surcharge and other loads acting on it, including self_weight, in accordance
:,ll,l: g:i"::] lr'r"iples 

specified ror abutments. Stone masJnry and jain concrete wa s
:l:.,1,:::l 

.o,'o ,Vp" Reinforced concrete wa s may be of sotid, counterfort, buttressed or- UtaI ruOe_

710,7.3 The vertical stems of caniilever walls shall be designed as cantrtevers flxed
,i the base. The vertical or face walls of counterfort type andiuttressed type sha be:esrgneo as continuous.slabs.supported. by counterforts or buttresses. The face walls shall
:e securely anchored,to the supporiing counterfods or buttresses by means of adequate--inforcements.

710.7-4 Counterforts shall be designed.as T_beams or L-beams. Buttresses shall be
:'-"igned as fectangurar beams. rn connection with the,main tension reinlorcement of
iunterforts, there shall be a system of horizontal and vertical barc orstirrups to anchor the':ce walls and base slab to the counterfort. These stirrups s.hall be anchored as neaf to the:riside faces of the face walls and as neai to the bottom of the base slab as practicable.

710.7 Retaining Walls

Pier and Abutment Caps

The widtl"r of the abutment and pier caps shall be sufficient to accommodate :

i) the bearings leaving an offset of 1So mm beyond them,
ii) The ballast wall.
iii) The space.for jacks to Iift ihe superstructure for repair/replacement ol

bearings. etc.

T10.8
-1C.8 .1
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iv) The equipment for prestressing operations where necessary' over and

above space for end block in cast in-situ cases'

v) The drainage arrangement for the water on the cap'

vi) Seismic arfestor' if Provided

vii) To accommodate inspection ladders

710.8.2 The thickness of cap over the hollow pier or cotumn type of abutment should

notbeIessthan25ommbut incaseofSol idp la inorre in forcedconcretep ierandabutment '
the thickness can be reduced to 200 mm'

710.8.3 Pier/Abutment caps should be suitably designed and reinforced to take care

of concentraied point loads dispersing in pier/abutment Caps cantilevering out from the

supports or resting on two or more columns shatl be designed to cater for the lifting of

superstructure on jacks for repair/replacement of bearings The locaiions ofjacks shall be

predetermined and permanently marked on the caps'

7'10,8.4 In case bearings are placed centrally over the columns and ihe width of

bearings/pedestals is located within half the depth of cap from any external face of the

column's, the load from bearings will be considered to have been directly transferred to

columns and the cap beam need not be designed for flexure

710.8.5 The thickness of the cap over masonry piers or abutment shall not be less

than 5OO mnt. The minimum width at the top of such piers and abutments of slab and girder

bridges just below the caps shall be as given below:

3m 6m 12m 24m
. A

carrying stmply u.5u r.u
Span in metres
Top width of Pier
supported spans in m

iop *iOtn of abutment and of piers 0.40 O'75

carrying continuous spans in m

4 n

710.8.6 Except the poriion under bearings, the top surface of caps should have suitable

slope in order to allow drainage of water'

T l o . S . T R e i n f o r c e m e n t i n P i e r a n d A b u t m e n t c a p s w h e r e t h e b e a r i n g s a t i s f i e d t h e
square-root formula stated in Clause 307'1 of IRC:21, lhe pier caps shall be reinforced

with a total minimum of 1 percent steel, assuming a cap thickness of 225 mm The total

steel shall be distributed equally and provided both at lop and bottom in two directions'

The reinfofcement in the direction of the length of the pier shall extend from end to end
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of the pie; cap whire the reinforcement at right angles shat extend for the fuJr width of thepiers cap and be jn the form of stirrups. ln addition, two iayers of mesh reinforcementone ai 20 mm from top and the other at 100 mm from t"p 

"1 
p;;.i;;;r; er cap eachconsisting of 8 mm bars at 100 mm c

underthe bearings. 
)entres in both direciions shall be provided directly

710.9 Cantilever Cap ofAbutment and pier

710.g.1 When ihe distance between the loaci/centre line of bearing fron :^: ,::. .: ihe
::oj^"jl:-"::", 

a *,tess than rhe depth of rhe cap (measured at t;; r'";;". :-: .:: s:arlce oestgned as a corbel.

710.9.2 The equivalent square area may be worked out for circular pier icihe face of support for calculating ben0rng moments

710,9.3 ln case of wall pier and the pier cap cantjleverjng out all arc_::'neasurement of distance for purpose of the design as bracket ano trr-e oireciion oi :.:.rf reinforcement should be parallel to the line j;ining tf,]" ."nt 
" 

ot-fo"jlO"urtng .,,,,_learest supporijng face of pier

]^r.!;1:1 
*1"r" 

?.pa( of the bearing ties direcily over the pjer, calcutation oi s_:-
,;:l"l::::-.] "1*,0 

be resrricted onry for the porrion which i" ori.io" inJi" 0,,," .,_-
-lil"""]ll:'1,.::p"es rhe area of crosed horizontar stirrups may ou riritJio zs p=..=-,:ithe area of primary reinforcement.

710.10 Pedestals betow Bearing

7'10 10 1 The pedestars shourd be so proportioned that a crear offset of 150 r. m :..,,:.3':e edges oI bearings is avajlable.

110.10.2 The heighi ofthe pedestal should be between 150 mm and sCC _::. .,,i,nefe
:^3 depihs of superstfuctures from two adlaceni spans on a common orar- riier and':quire use of pedesials of more height belovr' one of the ap"na,-,n" ai"r" oi pier cap: - ihe djaphragm of superstructure stia be modifie;;o;e-s;;,n" n"",ni, 

"i o"o*,un ,o: -:C mm. For pedestats whose height is less than its width, rhe refrir", uni oi.i" tongitrOin"r-:rnforcement as specified for short column need not be insisted 
";;;. 

' '

-10.10.3 
The alowabre bearing pressure with near uniform disiribution on the loaded

c l
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area of a footing or base under a bearing or column shall be given by the following

equatlon.
t ,

C = C " x \ A  >  u .

wnere

C. = the permissible direct compressive stress in concreie at the

bearing area of the base

At = disperseo concentric area which is geometrically similar to the

'o"o"o u'"" 'q' unO 
"lso 

the largest aiea that can be coniained in

tn" pfun" or e] it'"mum widti of oispersion beyond the loaded

area tace snali be limited to twice the height)

A, = loaded area and the projection of the bases.or footing beyond the

face ofthe oearing oicoiumn supported on it shall not be less than

150 mm in any direction'

710.10.4 The two layers of mesh reinforcement - one at 20 mm from top and the other

at 100 mm from top of peOestat or pierlf eacn consisting of I mm bars at 100 mm in both

Oi*",i""", .nar o" provided directly under the bearings
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. Appendix-1

(Ctause 703.2.2.2)

GUIDELINES FOR CALCULATING SILT FACTOR FOR BED
MATERIAL CONSISTING OF CLAY

In.ab.se.n:e of.any fo.rmul? K"r,may be determined as per Clause 703.2.2 ano may oe
adopted based on site information and behaviour history of any existing structure. The
clayey bed having weighted diameter normaly ress than 0.04mm ofiers inre resistance
scour than sand though mean depth of scour as per the formula given in Clause 703.2
indicates more scour In absence of any accepted rational formula or any data of scour at
the site of the proposed bridge; the following theoretical calculation may be adopted:

Jn case .of soil having 6 <1S" and c (cohesion of soil) > 0.2 kgy'cm,'Ke calculated as follows:

xd = F (1 + !c) where c in kg/drt

= 1.50 for  @ > 10 'and < 15"

= 1.75 for @ > 5" and < 10'

= 2.00 for @ < 5'

Soils having o >15'will be treated as sandy soil even if c ls more than
2N/mm, and silt factor will be as per provisions of Clause 203.2.2.

wnere

i i \
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APPendi&2

' (Clausa704:3) '

. .GUIDELINES FOR' SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION.

I GENERAL

The objective of sub-surface exploration is to iletermine th-e suitabiliiy of the soil or rock'

for tne iounOation oibridges The sub-surface exploration for bridges-is carried out in tvvo

"irg"" "";"fy 
p*rimina-ry and detailed lt may reguire additionali confirmatory exploration

duri-ng construction stage.

Guidance may be iaken from the following:

i) lS 1892 - Code of Praitice for Site Investigation for Folrndations may be

uiilised for guidance regarding investigation and colLection of data'

ii) Test on soils shall be conducted in accordance with relevant part of lS

2720 - Methods of Test for Soils The tests on undisturbed samples be

conducted as far as possible at simulated field conditions to get realistic

values.

ii i) lS 14g8-Classification and ldentification of Soils for general engineering

purposes

For preliminary and detailed sub-surface invesligation' only rotary drills shall be used The

casino shall also be, invariably provided with'didmeter's not less ihan 150 mm upto the level of

ioll, it unu. However, use of percussion or wash boring equipment shall be permitied only to

p"n"tr"t"it rougt bouldery or gravelly sirata fof progressing the boring but not for collection

ii l"tpf".. Wliile conducting detailed borings, thtresistance to the speed of drilling' i e '

rate of penetration, core loss, etc. shall be carefully recorded and presented in "Borelog chart

ani daia street' to evaluate the different types of sirata and distinguish specially sand ffom

sandstone. claY kom shale etc

For preliminary and detailed sub-surface investigation' only double tube diamond drilling

method shall be used. In soft and weak rocks such iuffs, soft shales etc ' triple tube diamond

drill ing shall be used

2 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

2 . 1 P r e | i m i n a r y i n v e s t i g a i i o n s h a l | i n c | u d e t h e s t u d y o f e x i s t i n g g e o l o g i c a |
information, previous site reports, geological maps, etc ' and surface geological



examination. These will help to narrow down the number of siles
and also to locate the most desirable location for detailed sub_su-€ce

3.2.1 Additional drill holesi Where the data made available by deta:le: ..

The scope of the detailed sub-surface exolofation

-dicate appreciable variation specially in case of foundations restinq ai ::r_.-:cessary io resort to additional dril l holes io establish a complete profle .. :. : ,
,r:-ata. Locarion and depth of additio.tat dril l holes \\/i l l have to be decidec t:: , _--':e extent of variation in local geology and in consultation wjth design engine_..

i . 3
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undef consideration
rnvestigatjon.

3 DETAILED INVESTIGATION

3-J Based on data obtained after preliminary investigaiicls. :.: r-riae stre,
ihe type of struciure with span arrangement and the locatjon anc i;.: :. --_-:aiions.
:re orogramme of detaileC ;nvestigations. etc. shall be tentarively :::::: _:.)...e.
:he scope of detailed investigation including the extent of explor;iic. -_.,:.- :, 33.e
roles, type of tests, number of tests, etc. shall be decided in close ljais:^ ,,, :- :-: ::s ci
3ngineer and the exploraiion ieam, so thai adequate data consider-e: -.,_.r=.-. :..
Jetajled design and execution are obtatned.

3.2 The exploration shall cover the entire length of the bridge ar.. . _. ._. . ..-.-
end a distance of zone of influence, i.e., about twice the dept; be!.,, ... .._-_
3st main foundation to assess the effect of the approach embankrnei: __ :-: :-:'oundaiions. Generally, the sub-surface investigaiions should extend to a .j=:-- :::,.,
:re anticipated foundation level equal to about one and a half times i.e .,, ::- :. _:
'oundation. l-iowever, where such investigations end jn any unsuitable o: :_:::--:::
:cundation material, the exploration shall be extended to a sufficient ce:,- - _ j-_
:nd stable soils or to rock.

: para 3.1 and 3.2. However, as a general guide jt shall be
:"rabJe the designer to estimate or determine the followinq:

shall be fixe: as ---: a::C
comprenei's ,: a.:_E:i io

engineering properties of the soil/rock;
location and extent of weak layers and cavities, if any be tr.,, j.iard fou nding
slrata;
the sub-surface geological condiiion, such as, type of fock. structure of
rock, i.e., folds, faults, flssures, sheafs, fractures. joinis, dykes and
subsidence due to mining or presence of cavities:
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iv) . ground water level;

v) artesian conditions; if any: . . .: '

vi) quality of water in contact with the foundation;
l ' : :  

" ' r .  
: 1  :  i :  r :  :

vii) depth and extent of scour;

viii) suitable foundaiion level; l

ix) safe bearing capacity of foundation stfatum; .

x) Drobable settlement and orobable differential settlement of the foundations:

xi) likely sinking or driving effort; and

following
the likely

6.2 Foundations Requiring Shallow Depth of Exploration (Open Foundation)

These shall cover cases where the depth of exploration is not laage and itis possible to take
samples from shallow pits or conduct direct tests, li(e, plate load tests, etc. This will also

,  : ,cover generally the foundation soil for approach-embankments, protective works, etc.

the
and
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6.2.1 The prrmary requirements are stability and setflement. for whrch shearingstrength characteristics, Ioad setflement characteristics, etc. need determinatron.

6.2.2 Tesls shall be conducted on undisturbed representalive samptes, whichmay be obtained from open pits. The use of prate road iest (rs 18g8-t,lethod of LoadTest on Soils) is considered desirable for ascertaining tne 
""fe 

Oe"ring 
-or"ssure 

andsettlement characteristics. A few exploratory bore hoLs or soundir:gs "s:at: 
be made

l! :uf"9J"rg 
u9"'*1 presence of weak strata undertying the foundatjonl t-:ls srat, extendto a depth of about i 1/, times ihe proposeO wlOth ofiounOation.

NorE: For better interpretation, it wi|| be desirabre to correrate the rabc.a:::_, --e = !,,,-n ihein-situ tests. like. plate load lests. penetratjon test resutts.
.The tests io be conducted for properties of soil are differenl ic:. ::::s .: andcohesionless soils. These are indicated below. While seleciing the tests a-_ _-:_-:,i.-

t ha  r ac '  ' l + -the results,. limitations of applicability of chosen iests shall belaken into a^e*:: .qpp,&qsr.y e, urunt l l  res6 sna De laKen tnto aac:*a:4 TJsisuitable and appropriate combination ofthese shafi be chosen, dep"noin_. *:.= .-..e-..sneeded for design and constructional aspects.

l) Cohesionless Soil

a) Laboratory Tests
i) Classification tests, index tests, density determinatio j.r. e::.
ii) Shear Strengths by triaxial/direct shear, .etc.

b) Field Tests

i) Plate Load Test. (as per tS 1808).
ii) Siandafd penetration Tests (as per lS 2.131)
iii) Dynamic Cone pentration Test, (as per lS 4968 pad i .: ==: it,.
iv) Static Cone penetration Test, (as per lS 496g parill i..

NoTE: 
It,: ^o:y^11,rq... is. expecred, permeabiliry tests .lle.;(as pef tS 2720 part XV ).

ll) Cohesive Soil

a) Laboratory Tests

i) Classification tests, index tests, density determiration etc.
ii) Shear strengths by triaxial/direcr shear. etc.
ii i) Unconfined compression test {lS 2720 part X)
iv) Consolidation test (tS 2720 part V)

:€ acnducted
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b) Field Tests

i) Plate Load Tesi, (as per lS:1BBB).

ii) Vane Shear Test, (as per lS;4434)

iii) Static Cone Penetration Test. (as per l5:4968 Part l l l).

iv) Standard Penetration Test, (as per lsr2131)

v) Dynamic Cone Penetration Test, (as per lS:4968 Part I or Part ll).

NOTE: Where dewatering is expected, permeability iesis may be conducted
(as per lS:2720 Part XVll).

6.3 Foundations Requiring Large Depth of Exploration

6,3.1 In this group are covered cases of deep wells, pile foundations, etc., where the use of
boring equipment, special techniques of sampling, in-situ testing, etc. become essential. In
addition to the problems ofsoiland foundation interaction an important consideration can be
the soil data required from construction considerations. Often in the case of cohesionless
soils. undisturbed samples cannot be taken and recourse has to be made to in-situ
field tests.

Boring and sampling tends to cause remoulding of sensitive clays. Also for fissured
or layered clays, the sample may not truly represent the in-situ properties, due to
disturbance and stress changes caused by boring and sampling activity. In such cases,
in-situ tests shall be performed.

6.3,2 The sub-surface exploration can be divided into three zones:

i) between bed level and upto anticipated maximum scour depth (below
H.F.L. )

ii) ffom the maximum scour depth to the foundation level, and

iii) from foundaiion leve' to about '11l, times the width of foundation below it.

6.3.3 Sampling and testing (in-situ and laboratory) requirement will vary in each
case and hence are required to be assessed and decided from case-to-case. The sub-
soil water shall be tesied for chemical properties to evaluate the hazard of deterioration
to foundations. Where dewatering is expected to be required, permeability characteristics
should be determined.

6.3.4 For the different zones categorised in para 6-3.2., the data required, method of
sampling, testing. etc. are given in Table 1. Samples of soils in all cases shall be collected
at every '1 to 1 r/, metre or at change of strata.
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Table 1 Sub-Soil Data Required for Deep Foundations

Zones

Bed level 1o anticipaied
maximum scour deplh

l\,4axim!m anticipated
scour level to the
foundalion level

Dala/Charactedstics Required

i) Soil Classilicatjon
ii) Particles size distrjbution
iii) Permeabilily, where

dewatedng is expected.

i) Soil Classificalion-
ij) Particles size distribution
iii) I\4oisture content, density,

void ntio.
iv) Shearstrcngth.
v) Compressibility.
vi) PenneabiJity where

dewatering is expected.
vir) Chemical analysis ofsoiland

ground water (for aggessive
elernents ).'

Sampling and Testing

Sampling -
Disiubed samples may be cotleie,J.
Laboralory Tests -
Classilication Tdsis, including p€dich sze dsiibuUon_
In"situ Tests:-
Permeability tests.

Sampling for Laboratory Tests -
Undistuloed samples shallbe co:!€c= .r:€sa :"-Ss.
Aq al excepdon.'or (i dnd ( ). d s:-.f,?: s€-: = -;,
be permilted.
Laboratory Tests -
a)Classitcaiion fests incJuding pal.i:€ s.::

dislributron.
b) l,loislure conlent, density, void Git
c) Shear strength - Tdaxiallesls to b€ d.-€ .r

und jslurbed samples_ [Jnconfi nec
compression tesls lo be done cn !i: s_--:
and/or remoulded samples

d) Consoiidation tests.
In'situ Tests for Cohesionless soils-
a) DynamiiCone PenetElion Tesl
b) Siandard Penetralion lest.
c) Down hole/Crcss hole seismicsu..:,s
d) Permeabillty iests.
In-situ Tests for Cohesive Soils -
a) Dynanic Cone Penetralion Tesi
b) Slatic Cone Penehaljon Test - co.€ zr: s;:.

Foundation levello about i) Soil Classilication
1.5limes olthe width of ii)Shear Strenglh
foundation andbelow it. iii) Cornprcssibility

restslance
Field Vane Shear Tesl.
Pefineability tests.
Down hoie/Cross hole seismi. s-:,e,s

c)

Same as above

Notes:
-r Lrboralofr leq.,o oe coloLcled dlcod n9 to l-e rptevrnr pdis o tS /2.0.
2l use ofsophisli@ted equipment tike, pessufe melef may be rnade, iisuitabte co{etations tor inle4€:-i. -:,l€ded are

available

3) Down hole/Cos. ho e -"r.nic sLruey, sratr b" d) pqA5IM a42OlD 428lV
4) Se'smic Methods and/or EJectdc€t Resisiiviry l4elhod €n ]re ,sed ior soit/rock proliting. DM h&a.s hcie se<rhic suryeys

could.be used for eslablishing etasljc modutiand rock prontjng at greaier deplhs
t) 

?,":ln l1,c,T" jl" 
" 

r".':m c sutueys are usefu lor rons bridses (i.e. oi lhe order or I km and abo.=; an i.:r redudno t}le numbef
. 

T.: 
'i*":.r m6 lolon. tha. a e oen es ) Lnder wrFr .o- the< e ,poticrtions. s€rs_6J cr:6 obiarn; oy seisin,c

hemodssr.rr be€librdled/o. fmodwith a, ruatp.o|es ta(er by bo€s i.ir Fmed:ale t@irE
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6.4 Fill Materials

Represenl.ative disturbed samples s::a :E =:+:=: .: '- :-:

tesis shall be conducted for detem:r':; :-: 
-- :^ 1:

i)

i i)

i i i)
v)

v)

classification and Par.i3 s::

moisture content

density vs. moisiure €i::-: ==':is':

shearing strengln

permeability

ronowpit areas. Laloratory

.=nsiry corresponding to the
NOTE: The shearing strength sh:r :E :: ia- '" '  -r:E

Proposed density for ihe:

7 DETAILS OF EXPLORATION FOR FOUNDATION
RESTING ON ROCK

7,1 Basic lnformation Requir€d irsTt E4'oi'atixrs

i) Geological sys:er:

ii) Depth oi rcck a-: -- 'i?-=r:i : ''-- :-: s':

iii) lyneiiel :s3.a:.1 :€r-'::-::r -a-si: -'t:'i :: ilaiion;

iv) E)Gei: a:: :.22j-?'" ^ez:'''=::'- '

v) t-ne s---:--€ :i ='::-':-L::-'-: :'=:': - ::"n?s faulis' etc ;

vi) Prop€ra-s c: =':{ .e::'a r' ::=-'t-- S"clogical formation' etc ;

information mentioned in the preceding !€:a-

vii) Oualhy anci cta::a : '=--: ' : :- '  
" '?:3: 

and

viii) Erodibiliiy o; ra:{ :: :; :r:3-: :':ss :"s i',i3re relevant

Exploration Programrn€

lf preliminary investigations nave t3\';=: :-'+<i":te ci iock within levels where the

i"l"J"iil" iJ t" *.t, 
-lt 

is essential io ieke ;3 :e= 3r ::'rvsstigation to collect necessary

7..2.1 The extent of exploration sha: :€ aJ3ouate enough to give a cdmBlete

oi"ir* "f 
,n" ..n pr"file, both in depth and a5(}3s ihe channel width' for assessing the

consiructional difficulties in reaching trreloundaton levels Keeping this in view' itshatl be

possible to decide the type ot t"'na"i["""iL" *nsruuion metnoO.to be adopted'ior a

particular bridge, the extent ol even seaiing and embedment into rock oflhe fiJundations'

lll" o"ir"or"i" ta* a easi one dritt hote per pter and abutment and one on each side

beyond abutments.
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The depth of boring in rock depends primarily on local geology, erodibjlity of
the rock, the extent ofstructural loads to be transferred to foundation, etc. Normally, it shall
pass through the upper weathered or otherwise weak zone, well into the sound rock. The
minimum depth of dril l ing shall be as per para 3.2 above.

7.3 Detailed Investigations for Rock at Surface or at Shallow Depths

In case of rock at shallow depths which can be convenien y reached, test pits or
trenches are the most dependable and valuable methods, since they permit a direct
examination of the surface, the weathered zone and presence of any dismnlinuities_
For guidance, lS 4453 - Code of Practive for exploration by pits, trenches, drafts and shafts
may be referred to. ln case of structurally disturbed rocks, in-situ tests may be made in
accordance with lS 7292 - Code ofPractice for in-situ determination of rock properties by
flatjack, lS 7317 - Code of Practice for Uni-axial Jacking Test for Deformation Modulus
irnd,ls 7746 - Code of Practice for in-situ Shear Test on Rock.

7.4 Detailed Investigation for Rock at Large Depths

7..4:.2' ':t: .fhe investigation of the overburddn soil layers shall be done as per details
given,forlhe foundations resting in soil. However, in case of foundations re$ing on rock;
tests on overburden shall be carried out only when necessary e.g., foundatbn level lower
than scour levels.

7.4.3 The core shall be stored properly in accordance with l5:4078 - Code ofpractice
for Indexing and Storage of Drill Cores. Wherever triple tube core banel in used, inner
mosttransparenl'plastic tube shall be stored direc y in core box with sample-
' . ' : '  . '  - ' . ' , .  : .  :

7.4.4 The rock cores obtained shall be subjected to tests to get necessary data for
design as follows:

i) Visual identification for
.  : : ' :1  , . . 'a )  Texture . .

6 1
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. b) ' Struciure

' c) Composition

d) Colour

e) Grain size
'f) 

Petrography

ii) Laboratory tesis may be done for

' a) Specific gravity

b) Porosrty

c) Water absorptlon

d) Compressive strength

NOTE: Generally, shea' strength rests will sumce for design purposes Other tests may need

to be done in special case The shear strength tests can be done as unconfined

compression, iriaxial compression or direct shear test'

7,4.5 tjse of in-situ tests for measuring strength and deformation.,characterisiics.

r"U * t*J. u* 
"t 

oore irote pnotograptry wilt oe oesiraote to evaluaie the presence of

iu,ift., n."ur"" or cavities, etc Particularly in weak and/or highly weathered rock' where

triple tube core barrel is used to' o'irrinf in-"itu tests such a: 
.Stan:1:,::.netration 

Test

,tidl*"*r* t""r testshall be conducted at every 1 5 m interval in the influence zone

ot toottng or Plle.

These in-situ tests are also useful in zones where water loss is recorded during drilling'

However selections of these lests have to be done judiciously and planned along with

drill ing oPeratlon

7.5 Special Cases

7.5.1 lnvesligationfotconglomerate
-or rock' The samples collected shall be subjected to

A drill hole shall be made same as tr

suitable tests depending upon fhe material special care shall be taken to ascertain the

credibility of the matrix.

7.5.2 t nve stigati on fo r late rites

The investigation shall generally be slmilar to that required for cohesive soils ln case of

hard|aterite'recoufsemayhavetobemadetocoredri|l ingasforsoftrocks.
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8 GLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCKS

8.'l ldentification and classification of rock types for engineefing purposes may,
in general, be limited to broad, basic physical condition in accordance with accepted
practice. strength of parent rock alone is of limited value because overall characteristics
depend considerably on character, spacing and distributions of discontinuities of the
rock mass, such as, the joints, bedding, faults and weathered seams.

8.2 Classification of Rocks

Rocks may be classified based on their physicaj condition and Unconfined Compressi,/e
Strength as per Table-2.

9 Presentation of Data

The Presentation of Data collected shall be as done as illustrated in Sheet No ,l and 2

Table - 2 Classification of Rocks

Rock Type Description unconfined
Compressive

Strength (UCS)
in  MPa

Extremely
Strong

Cannot be scratched with knife or sharp pick. Breaking of
specimen could be done by sledge hammer only.

>2AA

Very Strong Cannot be scratched with knife or sharp pick. Breaking
of specimens requires several hard blows of geologists'
prcK.

Strong Can be scratched with knife or pick with difficulty. Hard
blow of hammer required to detach hand specimen.

Can be scratched with knife or pick,6 mm deep gouges
or grooves can be made by hand blow of geologjsts' pick.
Hand specimen can be detached by moderate blow.

Can be grooved or gorg"d 1.s r. d""p by fir" ' lr""olr"
on knife or pick point. Can be broken into pieces or chips
ofabout 2.5 mm maximum size by hard blows ofthe points
of geologists' pick.

50 to i00

'12.5 to 50

5 t o12 .5

Moderately
Strong

Moderately
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Cin be grooved or gou!'eO easity witn knife or pick point.
Can be break down in chips to pieces several cm's in size
by moderate blows of pick point. Small thin pieces can be
broken by fingalr pressure.

1 .25 lo  5

Very weak Can be carved with knife. Can be broken easily with point
of pick. Pieces 25 mm or more in thickness can be broken
by finger pressure. Can be scratched easily by finger nail

<  1 .25

IRC:78:2014

Nole:
1) The Unconfined Compressive Strength values are as in British Standard BS-5930 {C|.44.2.6).
2) Table-2 should not be used to infef the Unconfined Compressive Strength of rock. Actual

laboratory test value of rock core should be used.
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Appendix-3
(Clauses 708.2, 708.3 and 709.4)

PROCEDURE FOR STABILIry CALCULATION

1 FORMULA FOR ACTIVE OR PASSIVE PRESSURE IN SOIL

The active and passive pressure co-efficient (K" & Ko respectivety) shall be calculated
according to Coulomb's formula taking into account the wall friction. For cohesive soils, the
effect of 'c' may be added to the same as per procedure given by Bell. The value of angle
of wall friction may be taken as 2/3d of s the angle of repose is subject to a limtl ot 22112
degrees. Both the vertical and horizontal components shall be considered in the stabili iy
calculations.

2 SKIN FRICTION

The reliefdue to skin friction shall be ignored unless specifically permitted by the Engineer-
in-charge. However, in case of highly compressive soils, skin friction, if any, may cause
increased bearing pressure on the foundation and shall be dully considered.

3.FACTOR OF SAFETY OVER ULTIMATE PRESSURES

The factor of safety.in assessing.the allowable passive resistance shall be 2 for load
combinations without wind or seismic forces and 1.6 for load combinations with wind or
seismic forces. The manner of applying factor of safety shall be as indjcated Detow:

i) Pier wells founded in cohesive soils

. The factor of safety as stipulated for the type of soil shall be applied for

, the net ultimate soil resistance, viz., (Pp - P") where Pe and P, are total
passive and active pressure respectively mobilised below the maximum
scour level.

ii) Abutment wells in both cohesive and non-cohesive soils

In the case of abutment wells, the active oressure on soil above the
maximum scour level (triangular variation of pressure) shall be separately
evaluated and considered as load combined with the oiher loads acting
on the abutment and no factor of safety shall be taken ior the above
components of active pressure. Effects ofsurcharge due to live load should
be restricted only upto the abutment portion.
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iii) However, the lateral resistance of soil below the scour level at ultimate

value shall be divided by the appropriate factor of safety, viz , (P - P ) as

stated in the case of Pier wells.

iv) Point of rotation

For the purpose of applying the above formulae, it may be assumed that
the point of rotation lies at the boLtom of the well

.- INNER OREDG€ HOLE

= K d  n -
h l = x d r m
WHER€ dl - OUTER DIA OF WEII

AFTER REOUCIION IN
s'IFNlt{G filClfiESS

lS ,' OEPIH 0F WElf
UPTO MSL

H = 3 (h-hl)
r1 &, t2 ARg fiE
DEVELOPITENT LF{CTTiS
FOR I}IE STEEL,8T}INO
lr4E lrtNilduu sEclloN

Fig. 1 Sketch for Reduction of Steining Thickness
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Appendix-4
(Clause 708.13)

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING SINKING OF WELLS

1 CONSTRUCTION OF WELL CURB AND STEINING

1-1 Cutting edge and the top of the well curb shall be placed truly hoizonial-

1.2 The methods adopted for placing of the well curb shall depend on lf|e site
conditions, and the cutting edge shall be placed on dry bed.

1.3 Well steining shall be built in lifts and the first lift shall be laid after sinkirE
the curb atleast partially for stability.

1.4 The sieining shall be built in one skaight line from bottom to top and shd
always be at right angle to the plane of the curb. In no case, it shall be built plun|b h
intermediate stages when the well is tilted.

1.5 In soft strata prone to settlement/creep, the construction of the abubrErfr
wells shall be taken up after the approach embankment for a sufficient distance ns
the abutment has been comoleted.

2 SINKING

2.1 A sinking history record be maintained at site.

2.2 Efforts shall be made to sink weLls true to Dosition and in plumb.

2.3 Sumps made by dredging below cutting edge shall preferably not be rse
than half the internal diameter.

2.4 Boring chart shall be referred to constantly during sinking for taking ad€quate
care while piercing different types of strata by keeping the boring chart at the site and
plotting the soil as obtained for the well steining and comparing it with earlier bo{e data
to take prompt decisions.

2-5 When the wells have to be sunk close to each other and the cleardistance
is less than the diameter of the wells, they shall normally be sunk in such a manner
that the diffdrence in the levels of the sump and the cutting edge in the two wells do
not exceed half the clear gap between them.
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2.6 When group ofwells are near each othel special care is needed to ensure that

it iy oo *t r"ir in t," course of sinking and also do noi cause disturbance to wells already

sunk. The minimum clearance oelween the i{ells shall be half the extemal diameter'

iirrn""*". 
"rl 

level dredging shall be carr€d oui in the dredging holes of all the

i,"ri. in tn" gtoup und plugging of allthe \/ells be coxe iogether-

2.7 During construction partlally sunk Y'els sheil be taken to € safe depth below
-the 

anticipated sco-ur levels to ensure their safeiy culing ensuing floods'

2,8 Dredged material shatl not be Ce;3G:* uqevenly around the well

3 USE OF KENTLEDGE

3.1 Where a well is loaded $'iih K3-ei:e':c provide additional sinking effori'

suchloadshal lbeplacedevenlycn ' - r€ca i - :€$zt form' leav ingsuf f ic ientspacein
the middle to femove excavated mate:-ei

3.2 Where tilts are presenl o{ ilse s a -"rger oJ well developinglilt' the position

of the loadShal lberegulated|nSudla-a: -EfaStoprov idegreaters ink ingef for ton
the higher side ofthe well'

4 SAND BLOUIS IN WELLS

4.1 Dewatering shail be a€';j€d : ='i ' J\ts are expected Any equipment

lno t"n *oifing insidle the we;i sk: 'e 
-:qr'4ti cJt of the well as soon as there are

any indications of a sand-blow'

4,2 Sand blowing in wells can oi€a be rnrntmized by keeping the ievel of water

inl,ou ,n" *"u n,nn". tha;the waier tabte and aiso by adding hearry kentledge.

5 SINKING OF WELLS WTTH USE OF DIVERS

5.1 Use of divers may be made in well sinkng both for sinking- purposes' IrKe'

removal of obstructions, rock blastlng' etc. as also for inspection 
lll 

safety preTYti:ns

."n"ii'0" 
"0"" 

as per any acceptablJ safety code for sinking with divers or any statutory

fegulations in {orce

5.2 Only persons trained for the diving operation shall be employed

shall work under expert supervlslon The diving and other equipments shall be

acceptable standard ltshall bewell maintained for safe use'
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5,3 Arrangennent for ample supply of low pressure clean cool air shall be
ensured through an armored flexible hose pipe. Standby compressor plant will have
to be provided in case of breakdown.

5.4 Separate high pressure connection for use of pneumatic icals shall be
made. Electric lights, where provided, shall be at 50 volts (maximum). Tne raisi.g or
the diver from the bottom of wells shall be controlled so that the decompress:cii r;:e
for divers conforms to the appropriate rate as laid down in the regulation.

5.5 All men employed for diving purpose shall be certified to be fit for divinc 3v
an approved doctor.

6 BLASTING

6.1 Only. light charges shall be used under ordinary circumstances and should
be fired under waief well below the cutting edge so that there is no chance of the curb
being damaged.

6.2 There shall be no equipment inside the well nor shall there by any labour in
the close vicinity of the well at the time of exploding the charges.

6.3 All safety precautions shall be taken as per lS 4081 "safetv Code for
Blasting and Related Drill ing Operations", to the extent applicable, whenever blasting
is resorted to. Use of large charges, 0.7 kg. or above, may not be allowed excepi
under expert direction and with permission from Engineer-in-charge. Suitable pattern
of charges may be arranged with delay detonators to reduce the number of charges
frred at a time. The burden of the charge may be limited to 1 m and the spacing of
holes rnay normally be kept 0.5 to 0.6 m.

6.4 lf rock blasting is to be done for seating of the well, the damage causeo oy
the flying debris should be minimised by provisions of rubber mats covered over iire
blasting holes before blasting.

6.5 After blasting, the steining shall be examined for any cracks and ccr'€3:,:
measures *shall be taken immediately.

7 PNEUMATIC SINKING

7.'l The pneumatic sinking plant and other allied machinery sira. .:: :.;. ' !:
of proper design and make, bui also shall be worked by competeni anj i,,3. tr2r:"J
personnel. Every part of the machinery and its fixtures shall be minuleiy exa:r.:.3c :€icrg
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installation and use. Appropriate spares' standbys, safety of personnel as recommended

in the lS 4188 for working in compressed air must be kept at site Safety code for working

in and other labour laws and practices prevalent in the country as specified to provide safe;

efficient and expeditious sinking shall be followed.

7.2 Inflammable materials shall not:be taken into air looks and smoking shallibe

prohibited.

7.g Whenever gases are suspected to be oozing out of dredge hole' the same

shall be analysed by trained personnel and necessary precautlons adopted to avoid

hazard to life and equipment.

7.4 Where blasting is resorted-to, it shall be carefully controlled and all precautions

regarding blasting shall be observed Workers shall be allowed inside after blasting only when

a compeient and qualified person has examined the chamber and steining thoroughly'

7.5 The weight of pneumatic plaiform and that of steining and kentledge' if any'

shall be sufficient to resist the uplift from air inside, skin friction being neglected in this

case.

7.6 lf at anv section the total weight acting downwards is less than the uplift

pressure of air inside, additional kentledge shall be placed on the well'

7-7 lf it is.possible to make the well heavy enough during excavation; "Blowing

Down" may be used. The men should be withdrawn and the air pressure reduceo'

The well should then begin to move with a small reduction in air pressure "Blowing

Down" should only be used where the ground is such that it will not heave up inside the

chamber when the pressure is reduced. When the well does not move with a reduction

in air pressure, kentledge should be added Blowing down should be in short stages

and the drop should not exceed, 0.5 m of any stage. To control sinking during blowing

down, use of packs or packagings may be made.

8 TILTS AND SHIFTS OF WELLS

8.1 Tilts and shifts shall be carefully checked and recorded regularly during

sinking operations. For the purpose of measuring the tilts along and perpendicular to

the axis of the bridge, level marks 6t regular intervals shall be painted on the surface

of the steining of the well.

8,2 Whenever any tilt is noticed, adequate preventive measures, like' pufting

eccentric Kentledge, pulling, strutting' anchoring or dredging unevenly and depositing
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dredge material unequally, putting obstacles below cutting edge, after jetting etc., shall
be adopted before any further sinking. After conection, the dredged material placed
unevenly shall be spread evenly.

8.3 A pair of wells close to each other have a tendency to come doser while
sinking. llmber struts may be introduced in between the steinino of these wells to
pi'event tiltinO.

8.4 Tilts occurring in a well duringsinking in dipping rocky strata can De
safeguarded by suitably supporting the kerb.

9 SAND ISLAND

9.1 Sand island where provided shall be protected against scour and the top
level shall be sufficiently above the prevailing water level so that it is safe against
wave action.

9.2 The dimension of the sand island shall not be less then three times the
dimension in plan of the well or caisson.
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APPendix-5 l

: ;: ,, . (Clause 709.3.1)

CAPACITY OF PILE BASED ON PILE SOIL INTERACTION

1 AXIAL CAPACITY OF PILES IN SOIL

Axial load carrying capacity ofthe pile is initially determined by calculating resigtance from

end bearing at toe/tip or wall friction/skin friction along pile surface or both. Based on the

soil da!a, the.ultimate load carrying capacity (QJ is given by:

& = Ultimate base resistance

Rr - = Ultimate shaft resistance'

1.',| R = Ra i.e., Ultimate base resistance may be calculating from the following:
Ru=Ap (1/z DY Ny + Pa t&) + ApN"Cp

where

where

Ao = Cross-sectional area of base of pile

D = Pile diameier in cm
y = Effective unit weight of soil at pile tip in kg/cm3

/Vn & N, = B"ut'nn 
"rpacity 

factors based on angle of internal friction at pile tip

N" = Bearing capacity factor usually taken as 9

ce = Average cohesion at pile tip (from unconsolidated untrained test)

Pd - Effective overburden pressure at pile tip limited to 20 times diameter of
pile for piles having length equal to more than 20 times diameter

Rr,.e., Ultimate side resistance may be calculated from the following:

R=iKP. , tan6A,  + C[eA

where

K = Coefficient of earth pressure

Pdt = Effective overburden pressure in kg/cm'?along the embedment of
pile for the layer ith where ivaries from / to n

6 = Angle ofwall friction between pile and soil in degrees. It may be taken
equal to angle of internal friction of soil

A"i = Surface area of pile shaft in cm'z in the ith layer, where I varies from 7 to n

A, = Surface area of Pile shaft in cm'

/ o
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a = Reduction factor

c = Average cohesion in kg/cm, throughout the embedded tength of pjle
(from unconsolidated untrained test)

While evaluating effective overburden pressure, total and submerged weightof soil shall be considered above and below water table respectivef
4 The initiar varue of K may be taken as i.5 which can be further rnqeasedup to 1.8 in particular cases as specified in Clause 709.2.2 (v)
5 The following value ofx may be adopted depending upon consjstencv of soil:
Consistency N Value Bored piles

Cast-in-situ
Driven
case-in-situ piles

1
o.7- - - 0 4

0.3

Soft to very soft cla <4 0.7
l\,4edium 4-8 0.5
stiff 8-15 o.4
Very stiff > 1 5 0.30

For piles in over consolidated soils, the drained capacity may be evaluated-
When full static penetration data is available for the entire depth, then

Q = cono * 1, n
gb = Point resistance at base to be taken as average of the value over a depth

equal to 3 times the diameter of pile above anO on" fime tn" Oi"meter of pile
below the tip.

/, = Cross-sectional area of base of pile
f" = Average side friction and following co_relation may be used as a guide:

Type of Soil
Clay
Soft
stiff

Loose
Dense

Side Friction, f"

ql25
q"/15

c"/50
q"/100

Mixture ofsilts and sand with traces of clay

g = Static point resistance.

I Where soft compressible clay layer is encountered, any contributron towardscapacity of pire from such soir shafl be ignored and additionar ro;d pire on account ordownward drag on pile due to consolidation of soft soil shall be consideied.
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NOTE: For factors of safety of piles in soil, feier Clause 709.3.2.

9 CAPACITY OF PILES IN INTERMEDIATE GEO.MATERIAL AND ROCK
9.1 Axial Load Carrying Capacity:
Piles in rocks and weathered rocks of Varying degree ofweathering derive their capacity
by end bearing and socket si.de resistance. The ultimate load carrying capacty may
be calculated from one of the two approaches given below:

Where cores of the rock can be taken and unconfined compressive strength direcfly
established using standard method of testing, the approach described in method 1
shall be used. In situations where strata is highly fragmented, where ReD is nil or
(CR+RQD)/2 is less than 30 percent, or where strata is not classified as a granular or
clayey soil. or when the crushing strength is less than 10 l\.4 Pa. the approach described
in method 2 shall be used. Also, for weak rock like chalk, mud stone, clay stone, shale
and other intermediate rocks, method 2 is applicable.

MEHTOD 1:

Q, = R" + qr = K"e.q. d| Ab + A" C,"

O a//ow= (R.i 3) + (R-fi6)

Wherc,

O, = Ultimate capacity of pile socketed into rock in NeMons
Q allow = Allowable capacity oJ Pile
R" = Ultimate end bearing
Rur = Ultimate side socket shear

Kp = An empiricalco-efficient whose value ranges from 0.3 to i.2 as
per the table below for the rocks where core recovery is reported,
and cores tested for uniaxial comDressive strenoth.

(cR + RQD K
2

30% 0.3
1000/. 1 . 2

CR = Core Recovery in perceni
RQD = Rock Quality Designation in percent
For Intermediate values. K,roshall be linearly interpolated

Average unconfined compressive strength of rock core below base
of pile for the depth twice ihe diameter/least lateral dimension of pile
in MPa
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Cross-sectional area of base of pile

d, = Depth factor = 1 + 0.4 x
Diahetet af Sackel

However, value of dr should noi be taken more
than 1.2.

= Surface area of socket
= Ultimate shear strength of rock along socket length,

0.225 {q", but restricted to shear capacity of concrete of the pile, to
be taken as 3.0 MPa for M 35 concrete in confined coudition, which
for other strength of concrete can be modified by a factor {(fcu35)

METHOD 2:

This method.is applicable when cores and/or core testing result are not available, or when
geo-material is highly fragmented. The shear strength of geo-material is obtained from its
correlation with exu"polated SPT values fof 300 mm of penetration as given in table below:

Shear Strength/Consistency Moderately Weak Weak Very Weak
Approx. N Value 300-200 200-100 100-60
Shear Strength/Cohesion in MPa 3.3-1.9 1.9-0.7 0.7-0.4

Q" = R" + qr =C, b N". Ao * C,"{

o dd = (Re/3) + (RJ6)

wnere
C.,.= Average shear strength below base of pile, for ihe depth equal to* 

twice lhe diameter/least lateral dimension of pile, based on average
'N' value of this region

C._ = Ultimate shear strength along socket length, to be obtained from table,
based on average lN'value of.socket portion. This shallbe restricted
to shear capacity of concrete ol the pile; to be laken as 3.0 l\4Pa
for M 35 concrete in confined condition, which for other strengths of
conqete can be rnodified by a f-actor {(fcld3s) Intermediate values
c,r, and c* can be interpolated linearly.

L= Length ofsocket.
N " = 9 .

. Q ar|N = Allowable capacity of pile.

The extrapolated values of'N'greater than 300 shall be limited to 300 while using this
method.

General notes common to Method I and Method 2:

1) For the hinged piles resting on rock proper seating has to be ensured. The minimum
socket length should be 300 mm in hard rock, and 0.5 times the diameterofthe pile
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in weathered rock.

4 fhe allowable end bearing component after dividjng by factor of safety shall be
restricted to 5 lVIPa.

3) For calculation ofsocket friction capacity, the top rock 300 mm depth of rock shall be
neglected. The friction capacity shall be furlher limited to depth of six times diameter
of pile.

For the termination of working piles in the rocky strata meihodology given in sub-
clause 10 can be used as a quality controltool.

Moment Carrying Capacity of Socketed Piles :

For the socketed pile, the socket length in the rock may be calculated from following
equatron:

4t

9.2

-  o ,D
4 H '  + 6 M
c," 6" o,D

where

L = Socket length

H = Horizonialforce ai top of the socket

M = l\4oment at the top ofthe socket

D = Diameter of the pile.

. q = Permissible compressive strength in rock which is leaser of 30 kg/sq cm or
0.33q..

ln case of socketed piles, for the satisfactory performance of the socket as fixed tip, the
rolation at the top of lhe socket for ihe fixed condition (e) should be less than or equal to
5 percent of the rotation for the pinned condition at the top of the socket (e)

10 PILE TERMINATION CRITERIA AS A QUALITY
CONTROL TOOL IN ROCKS

For establishing the similarity of soil strata actually met while advancing the pile-bore with
the shata selected iorterminating the pile on the basis of N values equivalent energy method
can oe useo.

The concept of Pile Penetration Ratio (PPR) is used in this method.

The pile penetration ratio (PPR) reflects the energy in ton-meter required to advance
ihe pile bore of one sq. meter cross'sectional area by 1 cm.
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1) In case of SPT test its ppR can.be worked out as follows:
Energy. E spent for N blows = 63.5 kg i 75 cm x N blows (in kg _ cxn units) = E x 1 0_5 tonmeter. Area of Famples is 0.259 xJ5.2f s 9. cm.= 2tr.24 sq..cm, penetratinglao cm.
Hence PPR = 63.5 x 75xN x105t (21.24x10rx30) =0.747 N
PPR forN = 50 = 37.35 tm/mrlcm

and for N = 200 =149.4lmlm2lcm

where

Zt nlt
AP

W h n
A P

Where

8 1
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Appendix-6
. (Clause 710.1.4)

FILLING BEHIND ABUTMENTS, WING AND RETURN WALLS

1 FILLING MATERIALS

The tvpe of materials to be used for filling behind abutments and other earth retaining
structures, should be selected with care. A general guide to the selection of soils is given in
Table 1.

Table 1 General Guide to the Selection of Soils on Basis of
Anticipated Embankment Performance

Soil group according to Visual Max. dry Optimum lnticipiieO
lS 1498-'1970 description density moisture embankment

lvlost probable Possible range kg/ content range performance
m3 percent

GW, Ge GM, Granular 1850-2280 7-.15 Good to
SW HP materials Excellent

SB, Sl\4, GM, Granular 1760-2160 9-18 Faf to
GC, SM, SC materials Excellent

with soil

SP Sand 1760-1850 19-25 Fair to Good

ML, l\,lH, DL CL. SN/]. Sandy Sill.s & 1760-2080 1O-2O fair to GooO
SB, SC SiItS

2 LAYING AND COMPACTION

Laying of Filter Media for Drainage

The filter material shall be well packed to a thickness of not less than 600 mm with smailer
size towards the soil and bigger size towards the wall and provided over the entire surface
behind abutment, wings or return walls to the full height.

Filter materials need not be provided in case the abutment is of spill through type.

2.2 Density of Compaction

Densities to be aimed at In compactron shall be chosen with due regard to factors, such as.
the soil type, height of embankment, drainage conditions, position of the individual layers
and type of plant available for compaction.

Each compacted layer shall be tested in the field for density and accepted before the
operations for next layer are begun. 

g2
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3 EXTENT OF BACKFILL

The extent of backfillto be provided behind ihe abutment should be as illusiraiec :r Fig. i

r-EXE'tr of F[t J- , ". o, 0,", o..

ERIDGE

REqUREIEI{f OF l00?l|m
xo*R^t- qArErES
PIPES SP CED AT 1.0 m c/c
BoRIZO}{fAIY AID 1.0 m
VERICALLI PTACED
Dt oNE On IlNo TAYERS

F'IIEi T€DIUI

4.1

l. Aclive wedge ofsoil mobilized in d.veloping active p!€src has lo b. nt'ed bi stec|.d qnl,
2. In case. pioj.ction of f@d n8 row,rds eanb-fi tr is lers rhan 600 m, dr fi lr.. e[.] I be slpponed &ar rhe

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING CONSTRUCTION

The sequence of fill ing behind abutments. wing walls and return walls sha,l

or struited to prevent such wedging action.

be so controlled that ihe assumptions made in the design are fulfi l led.and they should
clearly be indicated in the relevant drawings. For example, if the earth pressure rn
front of the abutment is assumed in the design, the front fi l l ing shall atso be done
simulianeously along with the fil l ing behind abutment, layer by, and in case the fil l ing
behind abutment before placing the superstructure is considered not desirable. the
fil l ing behind abutment should also be deferred to a later date. In case ot tie bea':s
and friction slabs, special care shall be iaken in compacting the layer undernearn ar:
above them so that no damage is done to them by mechanical equipment.
4.2 Special precautions should be taken to prevent any wedging actio!.t aga,-s:
structures, and the slopes bounding the excavation for the structure shall be s:e3:e:

4-3 Adequate number of weep holes not exceeding one metre spae,r: .: :.::
directions should be provided to prevent any accumulation of water and b:j. : .g _: ::
hydrostatic pressure behind the walls. The weep holes should be proyii3: a:,:..e :1e
low waier level.

t - |  t - i - l  - I i -

;  l l = i l l -  I  = l ' r = l l l = l l l
F l= sorlusEDas B cr(FtL=

r -1AS PER SPECFlcTnO T
t ; - l  t * |  -  l

\ I =L!-.I!-- 1]J

Fig. I
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APPendix-7

(Clause ' 709.2.4)

PART-1

METHOD-1: PILE LOAD CAPACITY BY DYNAMIC TEST USING
WAVE EQUATION

This method js based on solving wave equation by using idealized model using strata wise
soil parameters to arrive at pile 'set'for given pile load. The force and velocity response of
pile to an impact force applied axially by drop of hammer causing large strain at top of pile

(ofthe order of magnitude of ultimate capacity of pile) are measured to arrive at the ultimate
capacity of pile.

1 THEORETICALBACKGROUND

For piles considering resistance from sr-irrounding soil, the internal force and

displacements produced on segment of prismatic bar subjected to impact at one end,
Lhe wave equation can be derived as

#=e"xPJ.^
wnere

D = longitudinal displacement of a point of the bar from its original position

E = modulus of etasticity of bar p = density of bar material + t = time

x = direction of longitudinal axis & R = soil-resistance term

The abdve equation may be solved for appropriate boundary conditions and the relationship
among displacement, time, position inthe pileand stress are determined usually by numerical
methods. Solution requires idealization of model considering load deformation diagram for
each segment, the'quake'i.e. maximum deformation that can occur elastically, 'Ru'the

ultimate soil resistance and the damping factor. The empirical value of'quake', damping
factor and percent side adhesion as reported by Forehand and Reese are reproduced for
reference in Table 1.

B4
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Table 1 Empiricat Values of e,J, and percent Side Adhesion

a (in.) Side Adhesion
( % o f R , )

Sand gravel mixed
Fine Sand
Sand and clay or loam, at least
50 percent of pile in sand
Silt and fine sand underlain bv
hard strata
Sand and gravel underlain bV
hard strata

2

1 )

PILE AND TEST PREPARATION

The testing shourd be conducted by fixing instrumentation that shourd incrude srrarnsensors and accelefometers to the sjdes ofthe pile at a depth of t.5 x pile Jiametersfrom top of pjle and then connecting them to the measuring equipmeni. 
- - -

For this it is desirable that the pile is exiended to suitable length after chippjng toploose concrete. This can be done either using formwork or permanent casing.Alternativ,ely if jt is a liner pjle, two openings/winiows approxim"f"f v gOd,rn , 300mm and diametrically opposite to each other shall be made into tne tiner at i.S x prre
diameter from top.

In case pile head is extended, jt shall be axial, flat and have same strength as pile
concrete. The pile head may even be one grade hjgher so as to attain earii ifrengrn.The rebars and helical reinforcement sfratt atso O-e 

"*t"nO"J 
t"-"uoiO 

"i*ilng 
otconcrete under hammer impact.

Refer to Fig.'l for a sketch of reinforcenient jn.the extended pile and the diameter ofbars shall generafiy be the same as pire reinforcement. rurtn"i i 
" 

.o"crut"it tn"sensor level shall be smooih hard and uniform.

Al ld inmionse in Im

Clea .oYer lo nesh einfocnmr is 20 M

Diamerer .fsesh r€inforcement b6 is B I4

spacig ol msh ciafoEemftr b€s G lclo @

2)

7.

3_

Fig- 1: De'€ils ci Raa- =re:cr e;iteided portion of pile for dynamic iesi
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4) A pile toi cushion consisting of sheets of pll,'vood with iotal thickness beMeen

25mmtol00mmorasdeterminedbytheTestEngineershal lbep|acedonthetop
of the Pile befofe tesling

5) Sieel helmet 25 mm-50 mm thick or as determined by the Test Engineer shall be

kept ready at the time of testing

6I A hammef of suitable weighl l1-2 percent of test load or 5-7 percent of the dead we;Qht cf
"' 

,n" oif" -n"n"ver is nigfr"er) snalL Oe used for testing the pile unless specified othewise

by the Test Engineef. The fall height generally varies from 0 5 m to 3 m

7) Wherever essential, a suitable guide shall be provided to ensure a concentric

rall.

B) A suitable crane or equvareni mechanism capable of freely falling the required

hammer shall be arfanged on site in consultation with the test engineer' Refer to

Fig. 2 showing the setup arrangernents'

G 6€ruP qfl^":3
ioc xtcx srR tx ovrrttc FL€ rEarlrtc

sl.dFq.|{db.e

fub']liFsnrfrpd

s'lr.dnr.dd&db(:Il<ls

Fig. 2: Typical sketch showing setup details for high strain dynamic pile testing
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A suitable power source supply shall be provided for fixing sensors and for ihe test
equiPment.

PILE MONITORING

1) The testing may be conducted atleast '15 days after the pile is installed
and the concrete pile as well as extended poriion if any has achieved the
required strength.

Dynamic pile testing (based on wave equation) should be conducteo 0y
attaching strain transducers and accelerometers to the sides of the pile,
approximately 1.5 times pile diameter below ihe pile top. A pair of transducers /
needs to be fixed onto opposite sides of the pile, so as to deiect bending in/
the pile if any, during testing.

These transducers should be then connected through the cable to measuring
equipment to record strain and acceieration measurements and display them on an
oscilloscope or screen.

The testing should be conducted by impacting the pile with blows of ihe hammer,
generally starting with a smaller drop of 0.5 m. For each hammer blow, the strain
transducers should measure strains whereas accelerafions are measured by
accelerometers connected on either sides of ihe pile. These signals are ihen
converted to digital form by the equipment and then converted to force and velocity
respectively by integration.

For each hammer blow, the test system should display immediate field results
in the form of the mobilized capacity of the pile, pile top compression, integrity,
stresses etc. The force and velccity curve shall be generally as defined !n ASTM
D4945.

Testing should be continued by increasing heighi fall ofthe hammer by approximately
0.5 m increment iill the time either the pile set or the pile capacity reaches the
required limiting values. Atypical force velociiy response is also described in Fig.3.

The pile capacity shall be generally considered to be fully mobilized ifthe energy levels
due to hammer impact are sumcieni so as to cause a measurable net displacement
of aileast 3-4 mm per blow for a minimum three successive impacts. lf the pile set
is less than 3-4 mm per blow and the pile achieves required capacity, then it implies
thai not all the static pile resiatance has been mobilized and that the pile stil l has
some capacity tllat could not be measured or was not required to be measured at
the time of testino.

3)

4)

2\
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E !
b E
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6 <
=

8)

4l

Fig. 3 : Typical force-velocity trace generated by measuring equipment

Analysis and lnterpreiation : Using strain and acceleration data in a suitable

mod;I, b;sed on local parameters of pile and soil stfata, the equivalent static

load bearing capacity shall be calculated The final report should specffy the

parameters of soil and pile strata considered and the safe capacity arrlved

Atypical blow is then selected for Signal Matching Analysis'

TEST LIMITATIONS

Evaluation of static soil resistance and it's distribution can be based on a

variety of anal)'tical methods and is the subject of individual engineering

judgment. The input into the analytical methods may or.may not result in

ine- aynami" evaluation matching static load test data lt is necessary to

calibrate the result of the dynamic analysis with those of a siatic pile load

test carried out according to lS 2911.

Based on above, it can be said that it is difficult to predict rock socket friction

and actual end bearing for rock sockeied piles that do not show substantial

net displacement undef the impacts

lJnlike static iesting, evaluation of dynamic pile test results requires an

experienced engineer trained in inteipretations of the results'
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METHOD-2: PILE DYNAMIC TEST METHOD BASED ON
HILEY'S FORMULAE

(BY LASERYINFRARED OPERATED EQUIPMENT)

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of driven piles, the termination criteria based on "Sets observed", are
followed. Various formulae are available. The lS Code 2911 Part - 1 covering driven piles
provides one such formula. The principle followed is recording the penetration per blow
of the hammer, and on that basis having obtained the desired set i.e. average penetration
of standard numbers of blows of hammer, the ultimate capacity for the pile is worked out
and then with suitable factor of safety the safe capacity is arrived at. The bored casi-
in-situ piles after attaining strength (i.e. after curing) can be treated as precast pile to
be advanced further in the founding straia (i.e. sirata on which terminated) by dynamic
impact energy. The load carrying capacity of bored casfin-situ pile subjecied to impact
energy can then be esiimated on measuring consequent displacemeni by sophisticated
optoelectronic instruments on resorting to lS 2911 procedure. The procedure will help in
ascertaining the quality of workmanship on a large number of piles without much of time
wasting and avoiding delays in a construction activity with relatively less cosl

METi.IODOLOGY

The methodology of test is based on a large falling weight giving the dynamic impact to
the elastic body. lt equates the energy of hammer blow to work done in overcoming the
resistance of the founding strata to the penetration of the ordinary casfin-situ piles as
well as grouted micro piles. Allowance is made for losses of energy due to the elastic
compression ofthe pile, and subsoilaswellas losses caused bythe impact ofthe pile. The
Modified Hiley's formulae given in the code lS 2911 Pad -1, Section Iare used in estimaiing
the ultimate driving resistance in tonnes. Applying the factor of safety as outlined in the
code, the safe load on pile can be worked out.

The instantaneous displacements including rebounds of the pile are precisely recorded in
automatic data acquisition system. This is done for several cycles and then using tormulae
as accepted in lS Code 2911 the safe loading capacity is calculated. The opto-electronic
instrument is used for position sensitive measurement by non contact continuous
measurement, using instrument placed away from the vibrations due to impaci load. The
system is based on combined light emitting diode transmitters and a position sensitive
detector The transmitter and receiver are installed so that the infrared lighi beam forms a
reference line from transmitter, receiver to the prism group reflectors. The reflected light is
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received and recorded 100 times per second. Using the energy transmitted to the pile and
accounting for temporary compression of pile, ground and dolly occurring during the impact
loading, the ultimate driving resislance is calculated. Applying the factor of safety the safe
load for the pile is calculated.

The modified Hiley formula is :

Whtj

S+C/2

R = ultimate driving resistance in ionnes. The safe load shall be worked out by
dividing it with a factor of safety of 2.5.

vv = mass oT ine ram In tonnes:

h = height ofthe free fall ofthe ram or hammer in cm, taken at its fullvalue for
trigger-operated drop hammers, 80 percent ofthe Iallof normally proportioned
winch operated drop hammers, and 90 percent ofthe stroke for single-acting
hammers. When using ihe McKiernanTerry type of double acting hammers,
90 percent of the maker's rated ehergy in tonne-centimeter per blow should
be substituted for the product (1,4/h) in the formula. The hammer should be
operated at its maximum speed while the set is being taken;

n = efficiency of the blow, representing the ratio of energy after impact to the
striking energy of ram:

S = finalsel. or penetration per blow in cm:

C = sum of the temporary elastic compressions in cm of the pile, dolly, packings
ano grouno

P = Mass of pile in tonnes

Where W is greater than Pe and the pile is driven into penetrable ground,

W+ Pe'
W +  P

Where 1,4/ is less than Pe and ihe pile is driven into penetrable gfound.

^ _w + Pe' lw -  ee\.' r  -  y y + p  - \  
w .  P l
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Ratio of P/W e = 0 . 5 e = 0 . 4 E = 0.32 e = 0.25 e = 0

112 o.7 5 a.72 0.70 0.69 0.67

0.63 0,58 0.55 0.53 0.50

1 ,|, 0 .55 0.50 o.47 0.44 0.40

2 0.50 o.44 0.40 o.37 0.33

2./, 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.28

3 0.42 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.25

3.t, 0.39 0.33 0.30 0.27 0.22

4 0.36 0.31 0.28 o.25 0.20

5 0.31 o.27 0.24 o.21 0 . 1 6

6 4.27 o.24 0.21 0 . 1 9 0 . 1 4

7 0.24 0.21 0 . 1 9 o .17 0 . 1 2

I 4.22 0.20 o .17 0 . 1 5 0 . 1 1

IRC:78-2014

The following are the values of I in relation to e and io the ration of P/W

P is the weight of the pile. anvil, helmei and follower (if any) in tonnes.

Where the pile finds refusal in rock, 0.5 Pshould be substituted for P in the above expression
for 4.

e is the coefficient of restitution of the materials under impact as tabulated below

For steel ram of double-acting hammeI slriking on steel anvjl and driving reinforced
pile, e = 0.5

For cast-iron ram of single-acting or drop hammer striking on head of reinforced
concretep i le ,e=0.4.

c) Single-acting or drop hammer striking a well-conditioned dfiving cap and helmet
with hard wood dolly in driving reinforced concrete piles or directly on head of timber
pile, e = 0.25.

Numbers of models of Laser/infrared operated instrumenis measuring accurately the
deformation are available these days. The required sensiiiv'ty of the equipment shall
be such as to read the angulaf deformation to the accuracy of 10-3 radians and the
instrument should be capable of recofding about '100 readings per second. From the
angular deformation, on knowing the dlstance of the reflector from the instrument,

b)

9 1

01 ,
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Readins Seriat Numt er.

veriical movement of the shaft under the given impact energy, (both elastic and
permanent) can be measured accurately. These measurements of the displacement
can then be substituted in rnodified Hiiey's formulae stated in lS 2911. The ultimate
load carrying capacity of the pile can be worked out, resoriing to the modified Hiley's
formulae outlined in the code and from that ihe safe load carrying capacity of pile can
be estimated.

Q

Typical Displacement Record
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Appendix-7

STANDARD TEST METHOD FOR LOW STRAIN PILE INTEGRITY TESTING

1 SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

Pile Integrity Testing (plT) is a Non-Destructive integrjty test method for foundation piles.
The method evaluates continuity ofthe pile shaft and provides information on any potential
defects due to honeycombs, necking, cross-section reduction, potential bulbs, sudden
changes in soil stratum, concrete quality in terms of wave speed etc. lt is known €s ,.Low
Strain" lvlethod since it requires the impact of only a small hand_held hammer and the
resultani strains are of extremely low magnitude. The test procedure is standardized as per
ASTN4 D5882 and arso foms part ofvarious specifications and code provisions worrcrwide as
indicaied in Table€. The number of tests shall be decided by the engineer to the project.

Table 3 HajorStandards or Codes for Integrity Testing
Srno Method Country AeterenE TiiG
1) , LST, CSL Ausiratia nusiratian SianOlrO pite Oesigning anO insta ation

As 21 59-1 99S

Technical code for Building
pttes toundations Chapter g:

2\ |  RT aqr .- t r i^-Lt La t .  voL \ ,{ l t tar J(,J.v4_y4 Inspeclon and Acceptance of
pile Foundation Engineering.

,9..1 euality lnspection of pile

3) LST.CSL China JGJ 93-95 Specification for Low Strain

installation.

Dynamjc Testing of piles.

4) Lsr France Nor," r*n"u 
"o ::1", :;""$:l#"", oJ:l

work method by reflection
impedance

5) LST-CSL Gemany DGGT ierpiohuns

6i '.srssr 
uk Instirurion or .,",tj:ill3i,,q#",9#;

Fnd'neers. ( lCE)

7) Lsr usA ASrM D5882 ll:lg"'9 
specirication ror Low

Utratn tmaginary Testing of
piles.
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2 TYPIGAL METHODS

Various methods used to evaluate the integrity of the pile are briefly described below'

in. 
"uafu"tion 

oi plT records can be described as follows

' Pulse-Echo Method (or Sonic Echo - a time domain analysrs)

' Fofce Velocity Approach

. ' Transient Response Procedure (Frequency DomainAnalysis)

' Cross Hole Sonic Logging

The Force Velocity approach ls sometimes used io evaluate defects near the pile top ihat

maybe difficult to evaluate in Pulse 
"ii" 

-rll"in"o 
The Pulse Echo is the most commonly

used method and is described below'

3 TEST EQUIPMENT

ThetestShouldbeper lormeduslngdig i ta ldataacquis i t ionequipment | ikeaPi le ln tegdty;;;;,;;;""dil"^lll-1i::,:^l,iJ*n:?,^""x'ilT:*:"l;";HIIT:1",.:;,::
.l::,t"";ilijil: ilT::"lfiTi fi'ffi ffi;ffi ';;"ia qua'tv ano interpretaiion
and a field printout should be possible'

4 TEST PROCEDURE

The testing shall be conducted at least 7 days after pile concreting, br/ an experienced

enqineer/technician The concrete 'ili" pi[ bp surface must be relatively smooth with

sufficient space for attachment ot tne moiion sensing device and hammer impact area The

testing involves attacnment ot an acceteioit"t"' ontJtn" pit" top (not near its edge) wiih the

helo of bonding materiat tit<e canore w"a"x'-vuJ"tln" 
"rc' 

nttu' unuchment' the pile is impacted

*iif, u n"na-r,lio o"uice (a hand-held hammer)

The test involves collection ot several blows during the stage oJ^testing All such similar

blows are averased before oi"prall ii' Ligei oi"mjer piles 
"1999 lT^:'lo 

above testins

ffi; ;ffi"il ", 3l -::l :":".*tl*"J:fi li:fiil"ffi f:iiiu#il'l'::
smarler diameter piles The typlcal (

peirig.t ano is atso defined in ASTM D5882'

"  t .  I

"! Ji -'rl.- - r"^
'"5 -E--=1---.-.;1
"---  i ;  ;  t ' . ; - ; -=

Fig. 1: PIT Velocity versus Depih plot for normal pile (Top) and defective pile (bottom)
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5 REPORT SUBMISSION

The flnal report shall include tfre following;

IRC:78-2014

crack that crosses the entire
mechanical joint is normally

will reflect completely at the

multiple discontinuities maybe

1 )

2)

4)

o l

7)

1 )

4)

Project ldentification & Location

Test Pile ldentification including Length, Nominal Cross-Sectional area
and Concrete Mix as per installation record

Type of Pile and description of special installation procedures used if any.

Description of all the components of the apparatus for obtainjng integrity
measurements and recording/displaying data.

Graphical representation of Velocity measurements in time domain.

Commenis on the quality of the Pile Concrete.

Comments on any potential defects/damage and its location.

Comments on Integrity of Pile based on above.

6 LIMITATIONS

Certain limitations are inherent in the low strain test method and hence it should be
treated only as an indicator of quality of work and not as a conclusive test. The limjtations
mentioned below must be understood and iaken into consideration in makino the final
integrity evaluation.

Integrity evaluation of a pile section below a
pjle cross-sectional area or a manufactured
not possible since the impact wave likely
discontinuiiy.

Piles with highly variable cross-sections or
difficult to evaluate.

2J

The method is intended to detect major anomalies and minor defects may
not be detected by il-ris method.

The test is not applicable to jointed pre-cast piles or ho'low steel pipes or
H-sections.

The method cannoi be used to derive ihe piie capacity.
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(The Official arnendments to this document would be published by

the IRC in its periodical, 'lndian Highways' which shall be

considered as effective and as part of the code/guidelines/manual,
etc. from the date specified threin)




